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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
Applications of computers in chemical engineering began approximately thirty-
five years ago [26, 27, 48, 49]. Initial work was mainly concentrated on developing 
application specific computer programs. There was little thought given to the concept 
of a process simulator. However, the initial efi'ort produced many reliable algorithms 
specially developed for solving process simulation problems. For example, several al­
gorithms were developed to solve the resulting energy and material balance equations 
and the governing equations that arise from phase equilibrium thermodynamics for 
multi-stage operations. By the end of 1960s, it was evident that if all the previously 
developed programs were incorporated into a single system that could perform all 
the necessary calculations for an entire or a section of a flowsheet, then process engi­
neers would have a powerful tool that could expand the boundary of the simulation 
problems that could be solved [69]. Consequently, process simulators were developed. 
With today's computing technologies, process simulation is performed routinely 
in the design of new processes and studies of current processes related to plant oper­
ations, optimization, process control, and operability. Such a wide array of tasks cer­
tainly requires a systematic approach to organize all information generated through­
out the course of a project. In addition, the project work may involve different 
application software packages that perform a range of computations from simple unit 
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simulation to rigorous process simulation. Of course, these software packages may 
exchange data during the process calculations. Hence, the creation of a common 
framework for these application software packages will certainly improve engineering 
productivity and enhance the tools available for process studies. This concept has 
been called process integration. Initial work in this area involved the extension of 
current process flowsheeting packages and the development of engineering database 
management systems. Many obstacles were encountered in integrating these appli­
cation programs because most of them were designed with no intention of being 
embedded into another system. Recognizing the need for establishing data trans­
fer standards, AIChE has already formed the Process Data Exchange Institute to 
develop such standards for process integration [69]. 
Object oriented programming (OOP) has been recognized by several researchers 
as having the potential for achieving process integration in developing engineering 
softwares [61]. In OOP, data types are modeled in a natural fashion for the application 
of interest. Finally, programs are composed from the identified data types obtained 
from data modeling or data abstraction. It is clear that OOP gives more importance 
to data as opposed to operations that use the data to perform the desired function. 
An object is a data type with its respective defined operations. Since OOP is still 
in its infancy in chemical engineering application, work in exploring how we can use 
OOP in engineering software development is very much under active research. 
The current work involved the development of a process simulation environment 
using object oriented programming. Our view of an integrated chemical process sim­
ulation environment is shown in Figure 1.1. The package consists of a sequential 
modular simulator, an equation-based simulator, a physical property system, a phys­
3 
ical quantity system, and a databank. Our main goal is to explore the applicability 
of object oriented programming in process simulation with a special emphasis on 
process integration. Since the elements of the process simulation environment are 
closely related, interactions among them make it very difficult to draw distinctive 
boundaries on the developmental effort. Furthermore, development of such a system 
requires tremendous amount of programming work. Consequently, this project is a 
collaborative work of two graduate students. The program structures and informa­
tion modeling of the package can be found in Varma [67]. This report addresses the 
implementation details of the numerical procedures in process simulation and in par­
ticular issues related to the solution of a set of nonlinear equations, determining the 
computation sequence for sequential modular simulators, and physical property com­
putations. In addition, convergence studies of a sequential modular simulator were 
performed when constraints were present in the flowsheet. Our prototype equation-
based simulator was also evaluated. 
The programming language used in this work was C + + , an object oriented 
programming language [62, 16]. Chapter 2 provides a literature review of process 
simulation and numerical procedures pertaining to process simulation. In addition, 
introductory principles of object oriented programming are discussed. Numerical 
methods for the solution of a set of sparse and dense nonlinear equations, tearing 
algorithms and the determination of densities from equations of state are presented 
in Chapter 3. Convergence studies of sequential modular simulators and equation-
based simulators are discussed in Chapter 4. Finally, Chapter b summarizes the 
results obtained in this work by presenting the conclusions and Chapter 6 contains 















C + + 
Figure 1.1: Elements of an Object Oriented Process Simulation Environment 
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
Process Simulation 
Simulation of chemical plants is very common with today's advanced computing 
technologies. For steady state material and energy balance computations, a chemical 
plant can be described by a set of nonlinear algebraic equations. Since the advent 
of the first simulator in chemical engineering, there have been numerous simulators 
developed in both academic and industrial environments. For example, CHESS [68], 
FLOWTRAN [48], ASPEN [1], PROCESS [68], FLOWSIM [55] and SPEEDUP [43]. 
Given a flowsheet, all these simulators can solve the resulting set of nonlinear algebraic 
equations. There are three primary achitectures for chemical process simulators in 
use today. They are sequential modular simulators, equation-based simulators and 
simultaneous modular simulators. This work concerns only sequential modular and 
equation-based simulators. 
Sequential modular simulators 
This type of simulator is very common in the industry. Biegler [4] recently 
performed a survey of current commercial simulators and found that seventy percent 
of the simulators are sequential modular simulators. As the name implies, a sequential 
modular simulator performs calculations sequentially in the direction of material 
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flow. This implies that before the computations for one particular process unit in a 
flowsheet are performed, all input streams to that unit must be known. With the 
presence of recycle streams, the output of one downstream process unit is the input 
of one upstream process unit. Consequently, the calculations are iterative because 
some stream's state and component flowrates must be guessed and corrected till 
they converge within a prespecified tolerance. The guessed streams are commonly 
referred to as tear streams. It is obvious that guessed streams have to be selected 
before simulation computations can begin if the flowsheet of interest contains recycle 
streams. A sample flowsheet is shown in Figure 2.1. The selected tear stream is 
Recyp. The resulting set of equations can be arranged as 
X = Y (2.1) 
or 
X - Y  =  0  ( 2 . 2 )  
X is the guessed stream vector containing component flowrates, enthalpy and pres­
sure. Y is the computed stream vector consisting of elements similar to X. Equa­
tion 2.1 is usually solved using Wegstein's method [2] or direct substitution. In order 
to use Newton's method or Broyden's method [6], the set of equations is expressed in 
the form of equation 2.2. One obvious characteristic of this set of equations is that 
the equations can not be written explicitly in terms of the unknowns. Consequently, 
in order to evaluate equation 2.1 or 2.2, the flowsheet has to be evaluated. This can 
be expensive for methods that require derivative information. 
Several algorithms have been developed to identify the optimal tear streams 











Figure 2.1: Sample flowsheet with a recycle loop 
straints when guessed streams are selected as long as the final computation sequence 
is consistent. A constraint is a design specification thru which we wish to control some 
output of a process unit. When constraints are imposed, extra inner loops have to be 
converged in addition to the outer iterative computation described above. Because of 
the architecture of sequential modular simulators, constraints nearly always compli­
cate the convergence of iterated variables. In general, flowsheets almost always have 
recycle streams and constraints. This kind of simulation is termed design simulation. 
On the contrary, if there is no constraint, the simulation is called performance simu­
lation. Since the convergence behavior of sequential modular simulators is generally 
more complicated when design simulation is performed, there is a need to investigate 
the effect of constraints on the performance of sequential modular simulators. 
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Equation-based simulators 
Since flowsheets can be described as a set of linear and nonlinear algebraic equa­
tions, it is also logical to solve them simultaneously. Constraints can be handled easily 
without introducing extra inner loops. This approach of simulation attracted many 
researchers in both academic and industrial areas. Initially, equation-based simula­
tors appeared to offer greater flexibilities compared to sequential modular simulators. 
But, they offered this forte at the price of requiring more computing resources. The 
set of equations that describe a flowsheet can be very large. Several thousand equa­
tions may be required in the simulation of a flowsheet. Also, there will be duplicate 
equations in this set of equations since a particular model for a process unit may 
appear at several places in the flowsheet. The equation-based simulator must con­
verge all of these equations simultaneously. On the other hand, sequential modular 
simulators only have to cope with convergence of a set of equations that correspond 
to tear streams, not the equations describing each individual process unit. 
It is imperative for equation-based simulators to have robust numerical methods 
since their success depends heavily on their capability to solve the set of equations 
describing the flowsheet. In general, this set of equations involves highly nonlin­
ear equations especially those pertaining to thermodynamic properties. Since most 
of the stream flowrates, state variables, and equipment internal variables are un­
knowns, initial guesses must be generated for these variables. It is a well-known fact 
that initial values of unknowns always affect the performance of numerical methods. 
Hence, initialization schemes play an important role in equation-based simulators. 
There are still very few commercial equation-based simulators. The lack of them in 
the market is partly due to the difficulty of developing a reliable numerical method 
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that is robust enough to satisfy the needs of process simulation. One famous com­
mercial equation-based simulator is SPEEDUP [43], developed at Imperial College, 
London. Prototype equation-based simulators have also been developed at several 
institutions. For instance, FLOWSIM (University of Connecticut) [-55], ASCEND 
(Carnegie Mellon) [40], and SEQUEL (University of Illinois) [60]. 
We developed a prototype ecjuation-based simulator to illustrate the applicability 
of object oriented programming in process simulation. Then the performance of this 
equation-based simulator was evaluated. 
Numerical Methods 
For both sequential modular and equation-based simulators, a nonlinear ecpiation 
solver is needed. There have been two competitive nonlinear equation solvers in 
the literature. One is the classic quasi-Newton method which is mostly known as 
Broyden's method. There are two variations of this method: One updates the inverse 
of the .Jacobian matrix; the other approach updates the .Jacobian matrix. A .Jacobian 
matrix contains all the derivatives of the equations with respect to unknowns. Since a 
set of linear equations is solved repeatedly in the process of solving a set of nonlinear 
equations, updating the inverse of the Jacobian matrix results into an easier task 
in solving the linear equations. Only a straight forward matrix multiplication is 
required. Otherwise, either an iterative approach or a direct method is needed. The 
variation which updates the Jacobian matrix performs better in practice. This is due 
to the instability of the update equation for the inverse of the Jacobian matrix. In 
trying to improve the reliability of this method, Paloschi and Perkins [39] developed 
several update procedures for the Jacobian matrix. Their modifications have been 
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used successfully to solve many chemical engineering and mathematical problems. 
One other attractive numerical method is the well-known Powell's dogleg method. 
This approach takes a hybrid of Newton's method and the steepest descent method. 
The motivation for this concept is to take advantage of the global convergence be­
havior of the steepest descent method and the local quadratic convergence behavior 
of Newton's method. In Hiebert's evaluation of mathematical software for solving 
systems of nonlinear equations, he concluded that this approach did not perform 
better than the quasi-Newton method [2.3]. Chen and Stadtherr [8] modified Powell's 
method by adding an automatic scaling step for both functions and variables, a new 
test for nearby local minima, and a provision to force unknowns to be nonnegative. 
The last addition is logical since most of the variables involved in chemical engineer­
ing problems are nonnegative. With these modifications, they reported a remarkably 
improved performance of Powell's dogleg method. In this approach, Broyden's up­
date for the Jacobian matrix is used. The new update introduced by Paloschi and 
Perkins [39] can also be used. 
In sequential modular simulators, the nonlinear equations are dense, implying 
that the elements of the Jacobian matrix are mostly nonzero. On the contrary, the 
nonlinear equations that arise from equation-based simulators produce a very sparse 
.Jacobian matrix. As reported by Stadtherr and Wood [58], the percent of nonzero 
elements in the Jacobian matrix is mostly below ten. Maintaining the sparsity of 
this matrix is important since only nonzero elements are stored. In addition, if the 
sparsity degenerates, we may run out of computer memory in the process of solving 
the set of nonlinear equations since the cardinality of the set is always very large. 
In order to maintain the sparsity of the Jacobian matrix, a new update formula 
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was developed by Schubert [53]. With inclusion of this update formula, Chen and 
Stadtherr [9] successfully solved many flowsheeting problems. In contrast, other 
researchers reported a very poor performance of Schubert's update. More recently, 
Bogle and Perkins [-5] derived a new update formula for use with the sparse Jacobian 
matrix. Sun and Stadtherr [64] incorporated this new update formula and reported 
promising results for their version of Powell's dogleg method. 
Since most of the successes of the modified Powell's dogleg method were re­
ported by the original authors, we investigated this numerical method extensively 
for further clarification of its performance in solving both sparse and dense sets of 
nonlinear equations. We also tested two approaches for keeping the unknowns within 
prespecified bounds. 
Tearing Algorithms 
Flowsheet partitioning and tearing is an integral part of sequential modular sim­
ulation. In the process of flowsheet partitioning and tearing, a computation sequence 
and the associated set of tear streams are generated. The subject of partitioning and 
tear stream selection has emphasized the identification of the optimal tear set for a 
given flowsheet. The objective in identifying an optimal tear set is to minimize the 
required computation time in the actual simulation. There have been several criteria 
used to characterize an optimal tear set. The main criteria are 
1. Minimize the number of iterated variables 
2. Minimize the sum of stream weights in the tear set 
3. Minimize the number of times loops are torn 
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A tear stream selection algorithm that satisfies the above three criteria may not 
minimize the computation time especially when design constraints are present in the 
flowsheet. This is because the criteria listed above are sometimes mutually exclusive 
and constraints have varying effects on the convergence behavior. Gros et al. [21] 
showed that the numerical method used to converge the tear variables does not affect 
the convergence behavior of an unconstrained flowsheet. It will be shown later, in 
Chapter 4 of this thesis, that the convergence behavior of a constrained flowsheet is 
sensitive to the convergence method used in converging the tear streams and it is also 
affected by the type of constraints. Hence, formulating a reliable tearing algorithm 
is not as easy as it first appears. Since most commercial simulators use sequential 
modular computation, providing an efficient partitioning and tearing algorithm is 
essential in helping chemical engineers simulate practical flowsheets. 
At the flowsheet partitioning step, each strong component in a flowsheet is iden­
tified. Within a strong component, there must be a zero or nonzero length path 
from any one node (A) to all other nodes including node A itself. Unless the strong 
component consists of only one single node, we always have a cyclically connected 
graph in a strong component since we can always revisit the node where we began 
by traversing the graph thru a well-defined path. In order to make the graph acyclic, 
some streams must be selected as tear streams. This is the tearing step or simply 
the tear stream selection step. Most tear stream selection algorithms work with the 
cycle matrix where all loops and streams participating in the loops are stored in a 
matrix. For flowsheets with just a few cycles, identifying all loops is trivial. As noted 
by Gundersen and Hertzberg [22], this step can be very expensive when a very huge 
number of cycles exist in the flowsheet. In addition, the required storage for such a 
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cycle matrix may be very large. For the heavy water plant presented by Gundersen 
and Hertzberg [22], the storage requirement for the full cycle matrix amounts to ap­
proximately 4.5 MB assuming a 2-byte integer space for each element of the matrix. 
We were not able to find a tear set for this problem using ASPEN PLUS [1] on a 
DEC 3100 due to the lack of memory. We conclude that tearing algorithms utilizing 
the cycle matrix are impractical when a large number of cycles and units are present. 
John and Miiller [22] developed an algorithm that can produce an optimal tear 
set as the tear set that minimizes the sum of tear stream weights. In their algorithm, 
a branch and bound method was used to reduce the dimension of the combinato­
rial problem. This approach requires bounds on tear sets of various subproblems. 
An efficient algorithm must be available to produce such bounds for the success of 
the branch and bound method. An excellent review on this subject was written by 
Gundersen and Hertzberg [22]. As discussed above, we can not guarantee that this 
minimum tear set requires the minimum computation time. Furthermore, if the flow­
sheet has many cycles like the heavy water plant, a simpler approach that produces 
a close-to-minimal tear set without requiring large storage space is acceptable. 
Gundersen and Hertzberg [22] introduced a tearing algorithm that does not use 
the cycle matrix. Since it is based on a simple heuristic rule that selects the input 
streams to a unit that produce the most output information as tear streams, it does 
not consistently produce an optimum tear set. They described it as a "close-to-
optimal" tearing algorithm. More recently, Li et al. [31] developed a new algorithm 
that also does not use the cycle matrix. We implemented their algorithm and found 
that it also failed to consistently give an optimum tear set. Its reliability in finding 
an optimum tear set was found to be similar to that of Gundersen's algorithm. Lien 
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and Hertzberg [30] modified the original Gundersen algorithm by introducing a new 
tearing criterion that uses the cycle matrix. Their reported results showed that the 
new algorithm produced the optimal tear set for cases where the original algorithm 
had failed. As discussed by Lien and Hertzberg [.30], this is caused by the lack of 
a tie resolution scheme in the algorithm itself. The improvement was obtained by 
sacrificing data storage space and speed since the cycle matrix has to be updated 
repeatedly. Since we are interested in tearing algorithms that do not use the cycle 
matrix, the improved Gundersen algorithm was not considered here. 
In this work, we propose a new tearing algorithm based on the concepts of Li's 
algorithm. 
Densities from Equations of State 
In process simulation, obtaining the liquid and vapor densities of a mixture 
constitutes the fundamental step in obtaining other properties required for phase 
equilibrium and material and energy balance computations. Of course, there are in­
stances where other correlations are used to compute desired properties. Generally, 
the specifications of the state of a mixture with a specified composition are temper­
ature and pressure for the simple reason that these two intensive variables can be 
measured readily. For a pressure explicit equation of state, solving for the densities 
of vapor and liquid is then an iterative process. Most equations of state are a third 
order polynomial in density. This implies that the equations of state are not mono-
tonic throughout the range of interest. Depending on the specified state, we may 
have one density root or three density roots where the maximum and minimum roots 
correspond to liquid and vapor densities, respectively. The other density root is in a 
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physically unapproachable region. Most iterative numerical methods have been de­
veloped by assuming the existence of monotonie behavior of functions. This certainly 
imposes a constraint to the applicability of these methods in solving for the densities 
of an equation of state. Another way of solving for the densities is to use algorithms 
specially tailored for obtaining all roots of a polynomial. However, we don't need 
both liquid and vapor densities at the same time. Consequently, iterative methods 
are still the preferred route for determining the density from an equation of state. 
Mathias et al. [.35] developed an alogorithm for obtaining the desired density 
from an equation of state. This particular algorithm was used in the physical proper­
ties system of ASPEN. More recently, Topliss [65] published a new algorithm that he 
contended was more efficient. Since pressure, temperature and composition of a mix­
ture are common iterative variables in the solution of flowsheeting problems, we may 
encounter cases where no real density root exists for both vapor and liquid. Topliss's 
algorithm stops at this point if such a situation is determined. In contrast, Mathias 
et al. [35] produced a pseudo-root for this case and let the simulation calculations 
continue. This is desirable because such a phenomenon normally occurs in the midst 
of solving the flowsheeting problem; the temperature, pressure and composition of 
a mixture can be very unreasonable for properties calculations. If a pseudo-root is 
used, we may get to a valid specification in the next iteration of the computations. 
Care must be exercised to check the validity of the final simulation solutions. 
We implemented Topliss's algorithm and extended it so that pseudo-roots are 
generated when invalid specifications occur. Our present physical property system 
uses this extended algorithm as the underlying method for determining densities from 
an equation of state. 
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Object Oriented Programming 
Modern software engineering fundamentals stress the notion of data modeling 
in the development of new software instead of functional analysis [36]. Modular­
ity of software is always emphasized. Unfortunately, no one clear definition for the 
meaning of modularity is sufficient. Meyer [.36] suggested that a comprehensive def­
inition of modularity should address various aspects of good software qualities like 
extendibility, reusability, etc. In light of developing modular software, object ori­
ented programming has arisen as one of the prominent routes towards modularity. 
Since most process simulators have complex requirements and intricate relationships 
among the constituent elements, we need a systematic approach towards the design 
of process simulators. Object oriented programming concepts facilitate such a sys­
tematic approach in the process of software construction. Most importantly, they 
emphasize data modeling and system design which promote software extendibility 
and reusability. These qualities are crucial in a process simulator. Development of 
a versatile process simulator is inherently an on-going task. New capabilities must 
be incorporated into the simulator as they arise without causing any drastic change 
in the simulation system. Also, modifications of old algorithms implemented previ­
ously should not affect the continuing user. Current modules should be utilized in 
future development. All these requirements point towards the use of object oriented 
programming notions in the development of a process simulation environment. 
An object consists of data and operations that manipulate or act on the data. 
Software construction thru object-oriented programming is essentially identifying var­
ious objects required in a specific application and defining relationships among the 
objects. Hence, the notion of data modeling is just the process of identifying objects 
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and defining their respective relationships. The operations defined must be ade­
quate to support software requirements. Encapsulation is the creation of a boundary 
around an object. In other words, only operations defined for an object can act on 
the object. This gives us the ability to limit the use of objects so that they will not 
be misused unintentionally like the COMMON block in Fortran. Information hiding 
is a direct benefit that comes from encapsulation. Since an object's data is available 
to the outside world only thru its operations, programmers can hide implementation 
details from the user. For example, when we have a set of numbers in an object, the 
operation to produce an ordered list can be implemented in several ways. The user 
knows only that the operation returns an ordered list and nothing else. In fact, this 
notion is not new, we can also obtain information hiding from conventional program­
ming languages like Pascal, Fortran, C, etc. However, encapsulation does more than 
just information hiding by imposing constraints on operations permitted to access 
the data of an object. 
Message sending is the way objects communicate with the outside world thru 
defined operations. We send a message to an object and it will then decide what 
to do with that message. This is parallel with the conventional procedure calls. 
The procedure is the operation associated with an object; the procedure's argument 
list is the data of an object. Clearly, we have a reverse ownership of argument list 
and procedures in object oriented programming. Here, the data own the operations. 
Importance of data in object oriented programming is an aspect which should not be 
overlooked. 
Inheritance is the ability to create new objects (derived objects) by inheriting 
data and operations of previously defined objects (base objects). Conceptually, we 
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can view the base object as a generalized object and the derived object as a specialized 
object. For example, a complex number has a real part and a complex part. The real 
part is a generalized object since every real number has this part. The complex part 
is a specialized object because only a complex number has this part. The real value 
of inheritance is in software development and especially in data abstraction. To the 
user of an object oriented application software, inheritance is almost invisible. From a 
programming perspective, inheritance provides for the reduction of code duplication 
since a specialized object inherits attributes from fully developed and tested objects 
and their operations. 
The program structure and information modeling of this work are described by 
Varma [67]. Examples manifesting the benefits of object oriented programming will 
be shown in the discussions of numerical procedures. 
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CHAPTER 3. NUMERICAL PROCEDURES 
Numerical Methods 
The problem of finding a solution to a set of nonlinear equations can be defined 
as: given f(x) = 0, we would like to find a vector x* such that f(x*) ^ 0 or 
f(x*) ~ tolerance. Most methods available for solving this problem are iterative. 
They generate a sequence of vectors {x^} and if the method succeeds, then {x^} 
will converge to {x*}. 
Newton's method 
For the classic Newton's method, the iterative working equations for solving such 
a set of nonlinear equations are: 
= H- + Pk (3 II 
H^k'lPk = -f(x&l (3-2) 
To solve for pj^, we have to solve a set of linear equations defined in equation 3.2. 
Standard Gaussian elimination with pivoting is usually used to accomplish this task. 
Hence, for an initial {xo}, we need to compute the Jacobian matrix. J(xo), and then 
calculate pj^. Subsequently, a new {x} is generated. This process continues untill 
{x^} converges to the solution within a specified tolerance. Note that the Jacobian 
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matrix is always obtained in practice by using finite difference. Then for a dense or 
full Jacobian matrix, n+1 function evaluations per iteration of Newton's method are 
required. Equation 3.1 can also be modified to include a damping factor A, 0 < A < 1, 
such that 
This variant of Newton's method is known as damped Newton's method. The damp­
ing factor can be selected such that 
l l f(x/ i+l) l l  <  l l f (X; t ) l l  (3.4) 
This certainly requires more function evaluations for every iteration of Newton's 
method. 
It is clear that evaluating the Jacobian matrix is expensive for Newton's method 
particularly if the set of equations is large. Another class of methods known as 
quasi-Newton methods approximates the Jacobian matrix by providing an updating 
formula so that the Jacobian matrix can be corrected as the iteration progresses. 
The most popular one among such methods is Broyden's method [6]. The updating 
equations are defined as: 
Bfc+l = ,3,, + (3.5, 
Yk = f(xA;+l)-f(xA,.) (3.6) 
P& = H + l - H  (3.T) 
With this approximation, the finite difference step is reduced to direct computation 
of the products of matrices. However, an initial Jacobian matrix is still required. 
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There have been two approaches to this initialization problem. One is to use finite 
difference as for the case of Newton's method. Since the initial guesses, {xo}, can 
be very far away from the solution, it may not be necessary to provide an accurate 
approximation of the Jacobian matrix. With this argument, an identity matrix is 
used as the initial .Jacobian matrix. In practice, both approaches have been used 
successfully. But, using an identity matrix to initialize the Jacobian matrix can 
cause the method to perform poorly in some cases. 
Modified Powell 's dogleg method 
This method is a hybrid of Newton's method and the steepest descent method. 
The derivation of this method can be found in a paper by Chen and Stadtherr [8]. 





p" = Dip" (.3.12) 
Dy and are function scaling and variable scaling matrices, g is the scaled steepest 
descent direction. After computing p^^ and p"®, then Powell's search direction is 
determined according to the following equations: 
P = P^^ if ^ > IIP^'^II 




P = yr^g if I1P'®11>^ (3.15) 
llgll 
where a is defined in the following equation. 
" " (piv_pi')V + r 
r = {1(p'^)'P''-A2|2 + [||P'V||2_a2][A2-||P»||2]}1/2 ,3.17, 
A is the radius of the region within which the linearization can be trusted. 
For initial guesses X q  and f(xo), an algorithm of this method can be defined as 
follows: 
1. Calculate the Jacobian matrix by finite difference. 
2. Calculate Dy and Dx and scale the Jacobian matrix. Dy is chosen such that 
the largest absolute value in each row of the matrix DyB is equal to unity. 
Similarly, choose Dj; such that the largest absolute value in each column of 
Dis equal to unity. 
3. Calculate initial step bound, A = r * maa;{||Da;Xo||, 10.0}. r  is a number 
provided by the user. As the defining equation shows, it affects the value of the 
initial step bound. 
4. Calculate the search direction p}, according to above defined equations. 
5. Evaluate + pj^.) 
6. Check for slow convergence or nonconvergence. In this step, a new test for local 
minima was proposed by Chen and Stadtherr [8]. 
7. Check if Jacobian matrix needs to be re-evaluated. 
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8. Define and update the trust region A. 
9. Update the Jacobian matrix according to Broyden's formula. 
For step 8, in order to maintain a constant trend of decreasing s(x), is defined 
as follows: 
X&+1 = 'f 4(x&) < a(xA + Pt) (3.18) 
H + 1 = H  +  P k  ' f  +  (3.19) 
where s(x) = IjDyf(x)||^. The details of how A is adjusted are discussed by Chen 
and Stadtherr [8]. 
In solving the linear equations, the standard LU decomposition can be applied to 
the scaled Jacobian matrix. In this step, partial pivoting is used to ensure numerical 
stability. Then the permuted Jacobian matrix is defined in the following equation. 
PB = LU (3.20) 
P is a product of permutation matrices, L is a unit lower triangular matrix, and U 
is an upper triangular matrix. If numerical singularity occurs here, the zero elements 
of U are set to some arbitrarily small number. If we substitute equation 3.20 into 
Broyden's update formula, we obtain 
+ ^ (3-21) 
where dj^. = P(y/^. — Then instead of performing LU decomposition re­
peatedly, the method suggested by Bennett [24] can be used to compute and 
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In testing our implementation, we used ten chemical engineering problems pro­
posed by Shacham [56]. These problems were also used by Sun and Stadtherr [64]. 
The problem description is shown in Table 3.1 and the details of the problems are 
included in Appendix B. 
Table 3.1: Test problems for full matrix modified Powell's method 
Problem Dimension Description 
1 2 Material balance of a reactor 
2 7 Chemical equilibrium of oxygen and methane 
3 2 Thermodynamics of a 2-component liquid mixture 
4 2 Equilibrium conversion of a reactor 
5 2 Material and energy balances of a reactor 
6 2 Chemical equilibrium problem 
7 13 Free energy minimization of a reacting system 
8 6 Steady state kinetics 
9 6 Chemical equilibrium problem 
10 10 Combustion of propane and air 
In these problems, there are variables that are nonnegative. For example, the 
composition and flowrates have to be positive. However, there are variables that can 
be positive and negative in chemical engineering problems. Enthalpy and heat duty 
are two obvious examples. We implemented two ways of ensuring variables to be 
positive. The first approach is to take the absolute value of the negative value and 
adjust pf, accordingly. The result of this step is abandoning the direction of current 
iteration and starting at a new guess point. One other way is to keep the direction of 
by imposing a step bound factor just like the case of damped Newton's method. 
Instead of minimizing the norm of the functions, this factor is used to keep variables 
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in the defined bounds. The equation for computing the factor is given below. 
A = Vimin I * I (3.22) 
Pf 
where a is a small number close to one and xp is the lower bound of variable Xj. 
Note that the computation of A is only done for all p^''s that are less than zero. 
Q is used to ensure that the constrained variable will not reach exactly the lower 
bound but very close to it. This is because we may have terms in the equations that 
are undefined if some variables are zero exactly. For example, the logarithm of a 
composition variable with a value of zero would cause an error. We used 0.99 for a 
in our code. 
In Sun and Stadtherr's evaluation of numerical methods, they concluded that 
the modified Powell's method is more reliable than the quasi-Newton method that 
uses Broyden's update [64]. The results of our investigation are shown in Table 3.2. 
All of the problem numbers with alphabetical endings represent runs with different 
initial guesses for the same problem. An /in the table indicates a failure in obtaining 
the final solution. Some of the problems are numerically singular at the given initial 
guesses. These problems were solved with two scaling options, function scaling (FS) 
and both function and variable scalings (FVS). The two bound-checking strategies 
were also tested. There is a user given parameter, r, in the algorithm but Sun and 
Stadtherr did not report any values of r used in their runs. For our results, all the 
problems were solved with the following set of values and the best performance is 
reported. 
r = {0.1,0.2,0.3,...,1,5,10} 
The results obtained clearly support the reliability of this method as reported by 
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Sun and Stadtherr [64]. Both of the approaches for keeping unknowns in the feasible 
region work very well. They do not impede the progress of the numerical method. 
The method that abandons pjr. with only function scaling fails 5 times. Only 4 cases 
failed for the other variations in this test. This gives a success rate of more than 80 % 
for all of the different variations of the modified Powell's dogleg method tested. The 
results also indicate that the performance of the method is not very much affected by 
variable scaling. For this set of test problems, there is no one clear optimum value of 
r. However, one was found to be a good number for most of the problems studied. 
The algorithm for solving a set of sparse nonlinear equations is essentially the 
same as the full matrix case except for the following steps: 
1. Evaluating the Jacobian matrix. 
2. Solving the linear set of equations. 
3. Updating the Jacobian matrix. 
In evaluating the Jacobian matrix for the full nonlinear equations, every single 
unknown is perturbed individually. Obviously, there are many unknowns in most 
sparse systems of equations. Using the full matrix approach is too costly. Further­
more, there are equations that may not be affected by the perturbed variable. Sun 
and Stadtherr [63] studied two algorithms for simultaneous perturbation of unknowns 
and concluded that both are effective. These two algorithms were developed by Cur­
tis et al. [12] and Coleman and More [11]. The main thrust of these two algorithms is 
to group variables which involve different functions as a cluster. Then these variables 
can be perturbed simultaneously when computing the Jacobian matrix. Considering 
the occurence matrix in Figure 3.1, we can group {21,22} ^^d {23,2^,25} as two 
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Table 3.2: Number of iterations for full matrix modified 
Powell's method in test runs 
Preserve PA. Abandon Pk 
Problem FVS FS FVS FS 
1 13 17 12 15 
2a 47 46 32 38 
2b 20 20 18 22 
3 10 10 10 10 
4a f f f f 
4b 12 15 12 15 
4c 10 11 10 11 
4d 21 25 21 25 
5 a 7 8 8 7 
5 b 5 5 5 5 
5 c 6 6 6 6 
5d 19 14 19 14 
6a 16 16 16 16 
6b 25 32 25 32 
7 40 56 33 28 
8a 7 7 7 7 
8b f f f f 
8c 8 8 8 8 
8d f f f f 




120 88 163 f 
9a f f f f 
9b 36 36 40 42 
9c 40 40 26 26 
9d 49 49 37 37 
10a 24 24 22 22 
10b 20 20 15 15 
10c 38 36 35 36 
lOd 44 39 41 40 
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XI X2 X3 X4 X5 
fl 1 1 
f2 1 1 
f3 1 1 
f4 1 1 
f5 1 1 
Figure 3.1: A sample occurence matrix 
separate clusters. Then only three function evaluations are required for the calcu­
lation of the Jacobian matrix. Without grouping, the full matrix case takes n+1 
function evaluations where n is the order of the matrix. 
These cost effective techniques are only useful for cases where one has to evaluate 
all the functions for every single perturbation of the unknowns. For most conventional 
nonlinear equation solvers, this is certainly true. These solvers assume that there is 
a subroutine that computes all the function values for every entry to the subroutine. 
In modeling equations, we defined an equation to always have an associated set of 
unknowns that should be perturbed for Jacobian matrix computation. In addition, 
we can keep track of a set of equations by defining an object called equation set. 
These two main modeling features allow us to evaluate the Jacobian matrix efficiently 
without having to use the two algorithms described above. The advantage of a more 
structured programming language is clearly illustrated here. The algorithm for the 
evaluation of the Jacobian matrix is as follows: 
1. Get an equation from the equation set. 
(a) Get the variable set for that equation. 
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(b) Perturb each variable in the variable set separately and evaluate the func­
tion. 
2. Repeat step 1 until all equations are processed. 
It is clear that this strategy computes the Jacobian matrix one row at a time. 
This approach is desirable only if all the equations are simple equations. For instance, 
they don't need to call some other subroutine that accepts parameters that may 
or may not involve the unknowns in order to compute the function value. The 
majority of the equations in process simulation fall into this category. There is 
another category of equations that need to make subroutine calls before thay can 
compute the respective function values. In phase equilibrium calculation, the A'j 
values are good examples of this type of equations. Before computing A'j, the fugacity 
coefficient of component i for the liquid phase and vapor phase must be computed. 
These calculations need liquid and vapor compositions that are normally unknowns 
in the set of equations. Mathematically, the equations are as follows: 
K i - g ( T , P , X , Y )  =  0 
: : (3.:%) 
K n - g ( T , P , X , Y )  =  0 
With just a function call to the procedure g ,  we obtain all values. Hence, we 
can group all these equations into a procedural equation which calls the procedure 
g and produces a sequence of function values. This procedural equation also has an 
associated set of variables for Jacobian matrix calculation. For this example, this 
set is {A'j,..., A'n, T, P, X, Y}. In this manner, the Jacobian matrix is evaluated 
column wise instead of row wise as in the case of simple equations. With the addition 
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of procedural equations, the Jacobian matrix is filled up column wise and row wise 
interspersely depending on the equation type. 
For the solution of a set of sparse linear equations, the main concern is to pre­
serve the sparsity of the matrix. Ideally, if a matrix is triangular, no fill-in is possible. 
A fill-in is a generated nonzero element in the process of solving the equations. Con­
sequently, fill-in's occur only thru deviation from a triangular matrix. Since a set of 
sparse linear equations has to be solved repeatedly, efficient algorithms which exploit 
the sparsity of the matrix must be used. Standard Gaussian elimination causes the 
sparsity to degenerate. Stadtherr and Wood [.58, 59] developed several algorithms 
that can solve a set of sparse linear equations efficiently. Their algorithms consist of 
two major steps: 
1. Reordering phase 
2. Numerical phase 
An algorithm that solves a set of linear equations in two phases is called a two-
pass approach. There is another method called a priori approach which switches 
between reordering and numerical steps as the linear equations are being solved. 
Stadtherr and Wood [59] concluded that the two-pass approach is superior to the a 
priori method. In the reordering phase, the matrix is permuted to block triangular 
form. As its name impUes, the numerical phase is the task of solving the equations. At 
this stage, if the diagonal element is not a suitable pivot, column or row interchange 
will take place. This obviously defeats the purpose of the reordering phase because 
the matrix is ordered such that minimal fill-in's are generated in the numerical step. 
Hence, maintaining the sparsity of a matrix and establishing the stability of the 
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solution process are mutually exclusive. To resolve this dilemma, a threshold pivoting 
strategy is used. Here, pivots are considered acceptable if they are larger than some 
k X max, where&isa constant less than 1 and max is the largest element in a column 
or row. The value for k is normally very small. A commonly used value is 0.1. If k 
approaches 1, then this method reduces to the normal pivoting strategy. 
We implemented Stadtherr and Wood's algorithm for solving a set of sparse 
linear equations. The details of the algorithm are described by M ah [33]. Since three 
algorithms were presented by Stadtherr and Wood [58, 59], we opted to use SPKl 
for the reordering phase and RANKI for the numerical phase. This combination is 
among the better performers in their tests. Before applying these two algorithms, the 
matrix should be partitioned or reordered into a block-triangular form. Partitioning 
consists of two steps. Initially, the matrix must satisfy the condition of maximal 
transversal. That is, the matrix must have a set of zero free diagonal elements. 
An efficient algorithm to obtain this property for a given matrix was presented by 
Duff [15]. This algorithm was used in our implementation. The next step, a simple 
symmetric permutation of the matrix will produce a block-triangular form matrix. 
The permutation can be done efficiently with the well-known Tarjan's algorithm. 
Duff and Reid [14] provided a very good implementation of this algorithm. We coded 
this algorithm based on the work of Duff and Reid [14]. Note that this algorithm 
also serves as a strong component finder in our studies of tearing algorithms to be 
presented in the next section. 
Finally, for the update of the sparse Jacobian matrix, we studied two update 
equations presented by Schubert [53], and Bogle and Perkins [5]. Schubert's update 
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is defined as: 
B&+1 = Bi. + Z{D(yj-Bi.pfc)p[.} (3.24) 
Z is an operator defined for any matrix M by: 
Z{M} = 0 i f  Y i j  =  0 
=  M i j  i f  Y i j  =  1 (3.25) 
where Y is the occurence matrix of the set of sparse nonlinear equations to be solved, 
Yij is the element in row i and column j of Y. If we let be the vector formed 
from by setting the component to zero if Yij is zero, then 
D = (3.26) 
I — 1 ^ ^ 77 
Each element in D is defined to be 1/a^ if a"*" is not zero; otherwise the element is 
assigned to be zero, a is the dot product of the vector p^ with itself. The update 
is designed to operate by rows in order to preserve sparsity of the Jacobian matrix. 
When the diagonal element Djj is too small or zero, then row i is left unchanged. 
For Bogle's update, the equation is as follows: 
yf = )-%(%&) 
This equation also performs update by rows. Similar action is taken if the denomi­
nator is too small. No update is done to that particular row. Note that if any B^-
element is zero, the second term will also become zero due to (B^ )^. Therefore, the 
sparsity is preserved. 
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In testing our sparse nonlinear equation solver, ten problems were solved. The 
description of these problems is given in Table 3.3. The results obtained are presented 
in Table 3.4. The problem numbers with alphabetical endings represent either similar 
problems with different initial guesses or with different input parameters for the 
equations. For instance, the split fraction of a simple splitter is changed. The bound 
checking strategies used for the full matrix are also included in this test since most 
of the variables are nonnegative. Similarly, the symbol FVS stands for both function 
and variable scaling, and FS indicates only function scaling. For the values of r, 
we used {0.1,0.2, ...,1,5,10}. The result shown is the best from these 12 different 
values of r. 
Table 3.3; Test problems for sparse matrix modified Powell's method 
Problem Dimension Description 
1 12 Isothermal flash using composition 
2 12 Isothermal flash using flowrates 
3 30 Single loop flowsheet material balance using compositions 
4 30 Single loop flowsheet material balance using flowrates 
5 100 Schubert's test problem with difl'erent dimensions [53] 
6 170 Cavett problem 
7 19 Dew point calculation 
8 19 Bubble point calculation 
9 19 Adiabatic flash calculation 
10 43 Ammonia flowsheet material balance 
The results show very good performance of modified Powell's dogleg method 
with both Schubert's update and Bogle's update. In the case of Schubert's update, 
a few researchers reported very poor performance of this formula when they used 
it in place of Broyden's formula in solving a sparse set of nonlinear equations. Not 
surprisingly, Chen and Stadtherr reported promising performance of Schubert's up-
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Table 3.4: Number of iterations for sparse matrix modified 
Powell's method in test runs 
Preserve pj^. Abandon p}, 
Schubert Bogle Schubert Bogle 
Problem FYS FS FYS FS FYS FS FYS FS 
la 28 20 33 21 28 20 24 17 
lb 28 58 29 f 28 42 27 f 
2a 28 28 47 44 28 34 22 22 
2b 19 19 19 19 19 22 15 15 
3a 32 32 29 29 32 16 18 18 
3b 30 30 24 24 30 22 20 20 
3c 99 f 25 25 99 26 29 29 
3d 37 37 47 43 37 24 22 22 
4a 17 17 20 20 17 15 16 16 
4b 22 22 19 19 22 17 14 14 
4c 21 21 19 19 21 20 19 19 
4d 35 35 27 27 35 20 19 19 
5 a 7 7 6 6 7 7 6 6 
5b 7 7 6 6 7 7 6 6 
5 c 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 
5d 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 
5e 11 11 10 10 11 11 10 10 
6 43 32 f 49 43 40 43 40 
7 11 19 14 14 11 19 14 14 
8 7 11 7 11 7 11 7 11 
9 18 18 21 21 18 20 19 19 
10 25 25 25 27 25 24 20 20 
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date. This may indicate that the poor performance is caused by the way the search 
direction (p^) is computed. Bogle's update also gives very encouraging results. This 
is also in agreement with the results of Sun and Stadtherr. Again, the results show 
not much degradation in performance if variable scaling is omitted. Neither bound 
checking strategy impedes the progress of the solver. The best r value varies drasti­
cally for this set of problems. Some problems were converged requiring the minimum 
iterations with a r value less than one. There were a few cases achieving convergence 
with minimum number of iterations with a r value of larger than one. No apparent 
optimum value for fis found. Although the value of r is not reported here, it should 
be noted that the number of iterations is quite sensitive to the value of r. This 
is possible because r determines the initial trust region. This may lead to taking 
the wrong direction initially by not interpolating between the directions of Newton's 
method and the steepest-descent method. Then the trust region can not recover to 
guide the direction of interpolation step. We observed that for several failed cases, 
the trust region was very small implying that only the steepest descent direction was 
used in the solution process. The algorithm detected that convergence was too slow 
and the iterative calculation stopped. We attempted to overcome this problem by 
switching to Newton's method after several consecutive steepest-descent iterations. 
For some problems, this appeared to be helpful. Unfortunately, this quick fix also 
failed for some cases. Consequently, there is still no easy way of avoiding taking too 
many steepest-descent steps. 
In summary, we found that the modified Powell's dogleg method is reliable in 
solving the full and sparse systems of nonlinear equations. The full matrix version of 
this solver is used to solve nonlinear equations that arise from our sequential modular 
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simulator. For the sparse set of nonlinear equations in equation-based simulation, the 
sparse version of the modified Powell's dogleg method with either Schubert's update 
or Bogle's update is suitable for solving these equations. Both versions of the update 
are implemented. An example illustrating the use of our equation solver is shown 
below. The text that appears after '//' is a comment statement in C + + . More exam­
ples are given by Varma [67]. Initially, an array of 12 elements of Equation-variable 
is defined. These are the unknowns in our equations. Similarly, an array of Equation 
is declared so that equations can be defined. Finally, an Equation.set is needed to 
store all defined equations. After setting initial guesses to the unknowns, the set of 
equations can be solved easily with the 'solve()' operation. 
In the development of both the full matrix and sparse matrix solvers, we found 
that objects like Matrix, Sparse-matrix, Permutation-vector and DiagonaLvector are 
very helpful. As an example, for the Broyden's update, a section of the code that 
performs this update is shown in Figure 3.3. The statement mimics exactly the 
mathematical form of Broyden's update, equation 3.2, except the last '()' in the 
second statement. In contrast, one has to call a subroutine or insert 'DO' loops in 
a Fortran program to accomplish the same task. Then, one loses the mathematical 
form of the original equation. 
In an object oriented programming language, one defines new data types and 
all operations that are deemed logical and necessary in manipulating these newly 
defined types. In other words, one can extend the language itself to accomplish one's 
task. In most conventional programming languages like Fortran, data types of real 
and integer come with the language. In addition, all meaningful and fundamental 






int n = 12; // Order of equation set 
Vector x("eqn2.dat"); // Load initial guesses vector 
Equation.variable X[12]; // Declare number of unknowns 
Equation e[l2]; // Declare number of unknowns 
II Define equations using unknown variables defined above 
e[0] = 100.0*0.220 - X[10]*X[0] - XCll]*X[5]; 
eCl] = 100.0*0.660 - X[l0]*X[l] - X[11]*X[6]; 
eC2] = 100.0*0.114 - X[10]*X[2] - X[ll]*X[7] ; 
e[3] = 100.0*0.002 - X[10]*X[3] - X[ll]*X[8]; 
e[4] = 100.0*0.004 - X[10]*X[4] - X[ll]*X[9]: 
e[5] = X[0] + XCl] + X[2] + XC3] + X[4] - 1.0; 
e[6] = X[5] + X[6] + X[7] + X[8] + X[9] - 1.0; 
e[7] = X[0] - 66.67*XC5] ; 
e[8] = X[l] - 50.0*X[6] ; 
e[9] = X[2] - 0.015*XC7] ; 
e[10] = X[3] - 100.0*X[8] ; 
eCll] = X[4] - 33.33*X[9] ; 
// Set initial guesses of unknowns 
for (i = 0; i < n; i++) 
X[i] << x(i); 
Static_equation_set s ; // Create an equation set 
for (i = 0; i < n; i++) 
s.add(e[i]); // Add equations defined above to equation set 
int m = s.solveO; // Solve the equations 
cout << "Status = " << m << ni; // Print the status of solver 
for (i = 0; i < n; i++) // Print the solution 
cout << X[i] << nl ; 
} 
Figure 3.2: A C + + program demonstrating the use of nonlinear equation solver 
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spt = sp .treinsposeO ; 
jace = ((sfvn - sfvi) - jacs * sp) * spt / (spt * sp)() ; 
jacs = jacs + jace; 
Figure 3.3: C++ code for Broyden's update 
integer and real numbers are also defined. Then one can declare real variables and 
integer variables in a Fortran program and write statements like .4 = B*C + D. Since 
all these operators have associated precedence orderings, B * C is performed first. 
One can ask a few interesting questions on this simple statement. If B is an integer 
and C is a real number, what will one expect as an answer? For most compilers, B 
is converted to a real number and then the multiplication takes place. Note that the 
data type conversion is done automatically by the compiler. Certainly, this is what 
most programmers expect when they write a statement like that. The next question 
one may ask is where the result of B * C is stored. The compiler must be returning 
a real variable (E) that stores the result of B * C. Then E + D can be executed. 
On the contrary, if the operation B * C does not return anything, then one can not 
write A = B * C + D because the operator '+' needs two parameters. Instead, one 
uses two statements like A = B * C then F = A + Z) to do the multiplication and 
addition originally intended. Clearly, the last approach is clumsy and not very user-
friendly. In an object oriented programming language like C+ + , these two aspects 
are left as the responsibility of new object creators and they are carefully considered 
in defining objects that are going to have mathematical operations around them. The 
precedence ordering of different operators is provided by the language. Hence, the 
object creator only has to select the appropriate operators and define the operations 
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pertaining to these operators. For the matrix object we developed, one can perform 
substraction, addition, LU decomposition, multiplication with a matrix or a real 
number and matrix inversion. In addition, elements of a matrix can be accessed 
easily. For example, A(ij) returns the element in row i and column j of matrix A. 
Sparse matrix objects also have very similar operations with a few exceptions. When 
operating with sparse matrices, one always accesses a particular column or row at 
one time. Also, one may want to make a traversal thru all the nonzeros in a row 
or column. These operations are defined as row iterator and column iterator. Some 
other important operations for sparse matrix objects are all related to the solution of 
a set of linear equations like RANKI and SPKl. Since matrix permutation is common 
in solving a set of linear equations, the pre- and post-multiplication of a matrix with 
a permutation vector is also defined. In accordance to the usual definition, pre-
multiplication performs row interchanges and post-multiplication performs column 
interchanges. Scaling matrices can be efficiently represented as vectors. Diagonal 
vector objects are defined in this manner and they can be used to scale rows or 
columns of a matrix by pre-multiplying them with a matrix or post-multiplying them 
with a matrix. It is clear that these objects are developed for use in the process of 
solving a set of nonlinear and linear equations. However, they can be extended to 
include other operations that are desirable in other applications. For instance, an 
operation to compute the eigenvectors of a matrix can be defined for matrix objects. 
Following the same concepts discussed above, if one defines matrices .A, B, C, 
D, one can then say .4 = B * C + D. The operation B * C checks if B and C can 
be multiplied. If the multiplication is legal, a matrix containing the result B * C 
is returned and hence stored in a temporary matrix variable (E). Then E + D \s 
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performed. Identical to the operator, it checks the size of both matrices, then 
returns a matrix if the operation is well-defined. Finally, the end result of B *C + D 
is copied into A. The last copying task is also the resposibility of object creators 
since the compiler has no idea how new objects should be copied from one to another 
except the crude bit-by-bit copy. This simple example demonstrates an intriguing 
aspect of object oriented programming which is nonexistent in most conventional 
programming languages. The programmer is given the right to design the syntax of 
new objects within the framework of an object oriented programming language. 
Although the matrix and sparse matrix operations are not discussed extensively 
here, they play an integral role in the development of the solver for both dense and 
sparse equations. Special algorithms were used in carrying out operations for sparse 
matrices like addition, subtraction and multiplication. Details of these algorithms 
are discussed by Pissanetsky [44]. 
Tearing Algorithms 
In sequential modular simulators, one needs a computational sequence that dic­
tates the order of various process unit calculations. The fundamental issue concerning 
tearing algorithms is efficiency. One may define an efficient tearing algorithm as one 
that produces a tear set that requires the least computation time for flowsheet con­
vergence. In obtaining this tear set, it should not need a large amount of CPU time. 
An algorithm that has these two characteristics is nonexistent. For flowsheets that 
do not have constraints, the tearing algorithm of Upadhye and Grens [66] performs 
very well. This algorithm is used in the simulator, ASPEN [1]. It will be shown later 
that with the existence of constraints, this algorithm may fail. One other aspect 
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of this algorithm is that it needs a cycle matrix that contains all existing loops in a 
flowsheet. This requires that all of the loops in the flowsheet must be determined and 
stored before applying this algorithm. This step may be expensive. One well-known 
flowsheet that causes the implementation of Upadhye and Grens' algorithm [66] to 
fail is the heavy water plant presented by Gundersen and Hertzberg [22]. To elim­
inate the requirement of a cycle matrix, Gundersen and Hertzberg [22], and Li et 
al. [31] proposed new tearing algorithms that do not make use of the cycle matrix. 
This approach produces a computation sequence and then the associated tear set is 
determined. We studied these two new algorithms and found that their performance 
was inconsistent. Both groups of workers considered an optimal tear set as one that 
minimizes the sum of tear stream weights. Stream weights can be associated with 
the number of unknowns in streams or the degree of difficulty in converging streams 
that originate from process units that are very sensitive to small changes in feeds. 
This last condition is very difficult to establish because it may depend on the existing 
mixture of different components and conditions at which the process unit operates. 
Using the first condition to quantify stream weights, one can easily conclude that a 
tear set with minimum stream weights would also produce a minimum set of nonlin­
ear equations that has to be solved in the simulation. Then, it is the responsibility of 
the nonlinear equation solver to consider interactions among unknowns and produce 
the final solution to the simulation problem. With this assumption, a new tearing 
algorithm is proposed. The definition for an optimal tear set in our discussions is 
thus similar to that used by Gundersen and Hertzberg [22]. 
The discussion of decomposition algorithms begins with a general decomposition 
procedure and then considers the specific algorithms of Gundersen [22] and Li [31] as 
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sub-procedures. Their algorithms are described to identify the conditions for which 
the algorithms fail to produce an optimal tear set. A new algorithm is then devel­
oped to overcome the identified deficiencies. Finally, the new algorithm, Gundersen's 
algorithm and Li's algorithm are applied to thirteen classical flowsheets to determine 
their reliability and relative computational efficiency. 
Partitioning algorithm 
This partitioning algorithm partitions a given graph into strong components. 
Then each strong component is examined for tearing. We used Duff's iterative version 
of Tarjan's algorithm for partitioning [14]. Tearing algorithms are described by using 
italicized names for sub-procedures that are defined in the following discussions. 
Decompose 
1. Partition the graph and sequence the strong components. Consider the first 
strong component (SC) in the sequence and call it ISC. 
2. If there is only one node in ISC, add that node to the final node sequence (FNS). 
If that node has a self-loop, add the self-loop to the final tear set (FTS). Go to 
step 5. 
3. Extract the sub-graph involving ISC and pass it to sub-decompose. 
4. Add the sub-sequence and sub-tear-set returned by sub-decompose to FNS and 
FTS, respectively. 
5. Choose the next strong component as ISC and go back to step 2. Repeat until 
all SCs are processed. 
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Gundersen's algorithm This tearing algorithm assumes that by tearing all 
input streams of a node that produces the most information, fewer variables have 
to be iterated in the actual simulation. It repeatedly tears streams and partitions 
the modified graph until the final node sequence (FNS) is obtained. The procedure 
sub-decompose-recursive given below is a recursive version of Gundersen's original 
algorithm [22]. It is also slightly faster than the original algorithm in that not the 
complete graph but its sub-graphs are partitioned repeatedly. 
Gundersen-decompose 
1. Get FNS using sub-decompose-recursive. 
2. Obtain the final tear set (FTS) by including all the streams going from right 
to left in FNS. 
sub-decompose-recursive 
1. Find MRN, the node with minimum ratio of the sum of the weights of input 
streams to the sum of the weights of output streams. 
2. Remove from the graph all streams coming to MRN. 
3. Partition the graph and sequence the strong components. Choose the first 
strong component (SC) in the sequence and call it ISC. 
4. If ISC contains only one node, add ISC to the final node sequence (FNS) and 
goto step 6. 
5. Extract the subgraph corresponding to ISC and pass it to sub-decompose-
recursive. 
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Figure 3.4; Simplified Barkley-Motard graph 
6. Choose the next SC as ISC and go back to step 4. Repeat until all SCs are 
processed. 
When there exist two or more MRNs, this algorithm fails to address the issue of 
breaking the tie. Consequently, this may lead to obtaining different FNSs depending 
on which node one selects as the MEN when the tie exists. Consider the simple 
flowsheet in Figure 3.4 and assume that all the stream weights are one. According 
to Gundersen's algorithm, since node 4 is the MEN, stream 3-4 is selected as tear 
stream. After removing this stream from the graph, there are two MENs, namely 
nodes 5 and 1. If node 5 is designated as the next MEN, then the graph is fully 
decomposed and FNS is {4, 5, 1, 2, 3} and FTS is (3-4, 3-5). On the contrary, if 
node 1 is used as the next MEN, there is another strong component comprising of 
nodes 2, 3, 5. At this step, all of the nodes are possible candidates lor MEN; but it 
is immaterial here which node is selected as MEN. Say node 2. This gives FNS {4, 1, 
2, 3, 5} and FTS (3-4, .5-1, 5-2). Obviously, the number of tear streams is affected by 
how we break the tie. The wrong choice of MEN can give an FTS far from optimum. 
There is no apparent way of resolving the tie here. Hence, no attempt was made to 
improve the performance of this algorithm. 
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Li 's algorithm Li's algorithm starts by arranging the nodes in descending 
order of node weights. Since the weight of a node is the sum of the weights of output 
streams minus the sum of the weights of input streams, we get an initial node sequence 
that is close to the optimum. The algorithm then repositions the nodes to minimize 
the weight of the final tear streams. Reversing the node sequence, it then repeats 
the node repositioning procedure. Finally, it obtains the final node sequence by 
reversing the existing node sequence once more. Contrary to Gundersen's algorithm, 
the tear set is determined during the process of repositioning. The algorithm Li-
decompose given below is a slight variation of the Li's original algorithm [31], in that 
the graph simplification step is omitted. Since the input to Li-decompose is a strong 
component, graph simplification is not necessary. The original graph simplification 
step only eliminates nodes with just one input and one output stream with equal 
stream weight. These nodes don't affect the final node sequence and tear set. Instead 
of performing this graph simplification step, we opted to include these nodes in the 
graph since the step itself may be expensive relative to the actual tearing task. 
Li-decompose 
1. Get the initial node sequence (INS) using order-nodes and put it in the current 
node sequence (CNS). 
2. Copy CNS into a reference node sequence (RNS). Choose the second node in 
RNS as the inspected node (ISN). 
3. Modify CNS using sub-decompose-forward. 
4. Choose the next node in RNS as the new ISN and go back to step 3. Repeat 
until the last node in RNS is processed. 
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5. Copy CNS into RNS. Reverse CNS. Choose the first node in RNS as the new 
ISN. 
6. Modify CNS using sub-decompose-reverse. 
7. Choose the next node in RNS as the new ISN and go back to step 6. Repeat 
until the second node from last in RNS is processed. 
8. Reverse CNS again to get the final node sequence (FNS). Current tear set (TS) 
is the final tear set (FTS). 
Order-nodes 
Arrange the nodes in the descending order of node weights. The weight of a 
node (NW) is the sum of the weights of all its output streams (OSW) minus 
that of its input streams (ISW). A tie is said to exist if there is more than one 
node with the same weight. 
Sub-decompose-forward 
1. If there is no counter stream (CS) leaving ISN, quit. A CS leaves a node I and 
enters a node J, to the left of I in CNS. Node J is a counter stream node (CSN). 
2. If there is no active direct stream (ADS) entering ISN, move ISN to the left of 
the left-most CSN (LCN) and quit. A direct stream (DS) leaves a node I and 
enters a node J, to the right of I in CNS. Node I is a direct stream node (DSN). 
An ADS is a DS that leaves LCN or a node to the right of LCN. 
3. Calculate the counter stream weight (CSW) and the active direct stream weight 
(ADSW). CSW is the sum of the weights of all CSs leaving ISN. ADSW is the 
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sum of the weights of all ADSs entering ISN. If CSW > ADSW, move ISN to 
the left of LCN and quit. 
4. Move ISN to the right of the right-most active DSN forming a node block (NB) 
with it. An NB is a sequence of two or more nodes. If LCN is a member of 
NB, include all the CSs in NB in the tear set (TS) and quit. 
5. Treat NB as the new ISN and go back to step 1. 
Sub-decompose-reverse 
1. If there is no counter stream (CS) entering ISN, quit. A CS leaves a node I 
and enters a node J, to the right of I in CNS. Node I is a counter stream node 
(CSN). 
2. If there is no active direct stream (ADS) leaving ISN, move ISN to the left of 
the left-most CSN (LCN) and quit. A direct stream (DS) leaves a node I and 
enters a node J, to the left of I in CNS. Node J is a direct stream node (DSN). 
An ADS is a DS that enters LCN or a node to the right of LCN. 
3. Calculate the counter stream weight (CSW) and the active direct stream weight 
(ADSW). CSW is the sum of the weights of all CSs entering ISN. ADSW is the 
sum of the weights of all ADSs leaving ISN. If CSW > ADSW, move ISN to 
the left of LCN and quit. 
4. Move ISN to the right of the right-most active DSN forming a node block (NB) 
with it. An NB is a sequence of two or more nodes. If LCN is a member of 
NB, include all the CSs in NB in the tear set (TS) and quit. 
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Figure 3.5: Simplified Christensen-Rudd graph II 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
I 1 1 
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7 1 1 
8 1 
12 12 2 12 2 
1  0  1 - 1 - 1 1  0 - 1  
Figure 3.6: Adjacency Matrix for graph in Fig. 3.5 
5. Treat NB as the new ISN and go back to step 1. 
In Li's algorithm, it is often the case that a tie exists when the nodes are ordered 
in the descending order of node weights. In the algorithm as published [31], since 
there was no mention of the tie, it appears that the algorithm should work irrespective 
of the order of the tie nodes. The algorithm does work for most of the flowsheets when 
the tie nodes are ordered randomly, but it fails for some flowsheets. A flowsheet for 
which Li's algorithm fails to find an optimum tear set is shown in Figure 3.5. We find 
the tear set for this flowsheet using Li's algorithm. Figure 3.6 shows the adjacency 
matrix for the flowsheet. The elements of the matrix are the stream weights. They 
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are all one for this flowsheet. Given at the end of each row is the OSW for the node 
in that row. Given below each column is the ISW for the node in that column. The 
row entries below ISWs represent NWs. Based on these NWs, the INS is {6, 1, 3, 2, 
7, 5, 8, 4}. Node 1 has no CSs. Node 3 has no CSs. Node 2 has one CS 2-3 and no 
ADSs. Make the CS 2-3 direct by moving 2 to the left of 3. CNS is {6, 1, 2, 3, 7, 
5, 8, 4}. Node 7 has one CS 7-2 and no ADSs. Make the CS direct. CNS is {6, 1, 
7, 2, 3, 5, 8, 4}. Node 5 has one CS 5-6 and no ADSs. CNS is {5, 6, 1, 7, 2, 3, 8, 
4}. Node 8 has one CS 8-5 and two ADSs 7-8, 3-8. Since CSW (1) < ADSW (2), 
move node 8 to the right of 3 forming an NB {3, 8}. The NB {3, 8} has one CS 8-5 
and two ADSs 2-3, 7-8. Again CSW (1) < ADSW (2), so the NB becomes {2, 3, 8}. 
Repeating the procedure, CNS remains the same and TS includes 8-5. Node 4 also 
has CSW (1) < ADSW (2), so form an NB {3, 4}. Repeating the procedure again, 
CNS becomes {5, 6, 1, 7, 2, 3, 4, 8} and TS contains 8-5, 4-5. Reverse CNS to get 
{8, 4, 3, 2, 7, 1, 6, 5}. Node 5 has 2 CSs 8-5, 4-5 and one DS 5-6. Since CSW (2) > 
ADSW (1), move node 5 to the left of 8. CNS is {5, 8, 4, 3, 2, 7, 1. 6}. Node 6 has 
one CS 5-6 and two DSs 6-1, 6-7. Form an NB {1, 6}. The NB {1, 6} has one CS 
5-6 and three DSs 1-7, 1-2, 6-7. The NB expands to include node 7. Repeating the 
procedure, CNS remains unchanged and TS becomes (8-5, 4-5, 5-6). Node 1 has no 
CSs. The same is true for nodes 7, 2, 3 and 4. Reverse CNS again to get FNS {6, 1, 
7, 2, 3, 4, 8, 5} and FTS (8-5, 4-5, 5-6). The minimum number of tear streams for 
this flowsheet is 1 (tear stream 5-6), in contrast to the 3 found. Li's algorithm indeed 
gives an optimum FTS for some INSs such as {6, 1, 3, 2, 7, 8, 5, 4}. The resolution 
of the tie is therefore important and needs to be included in the algorithm. 
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Figure 3.7: Tie resolution scheme 
Modified Li's algorithm A simple tie resolution scheme that we propose for 
Li's algorithm is to consider the sub-matrix of the tie nodes and order the nodes 
based on the node weights calculated from the sub-matrix. The tearing algorithm 
based on this scheme is the Modified-Li-decompose given below. 
Alodified-Li-decompose 
Same as Li-decompose except in step 1 replace order-nodes by order-nodes-deep. 
Order-nodes-deep 
1. Sequence the nodes using order-nodes. 
2. If a tie exists and more than one group of nodes participate in the tie, repeat 
steps 3 and 4 below for each group. A group consists of nodes with equal node 
weights. A tie is said to be "unresolved" if there is only one group participating 
in the tie and there is a stream going from one node to another in that group. 
3. Extract the sub-graph that involves all the nodes in the group from the parent 
graph. 
4. Sequence the nodes using order-nodes-deep over the sub-graph. 
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1 2 3 4 5 
I  1  I  2  
2  I  1  3  5  
3  1  1  2  1  I  I  
4  I  1  1  3  3  1  1  
5  I  1  2  5  1  
2  3  2  1  2  1 1 1  
0  - 2  0 2 0  0 0 0  
Figure 3.8: Adjacency Matrix for Figure 3.4 
Applying this new tearing algorithm to the same flowsheet in Figure 3.5, we find 
three groups participating in the tie (6, 1, 3), (2, 7), (5, 8, 4). Using order-nodes-deep 
for each group, the tie is "resolved" and INS is {6, 3, 1, 7, 2, 8, 4, 5}. Figure 3.7 shows 
the sub-matrices extracted during the application of order-nodes-deep. .Applying Li-
decompose for this INS, the FNS becomes {6, 1, 7, 2, 3, 8, 4, 5} and FTS is (5-6), 
which is an optimum TS. 
A case where the Modified Li's algorithm fails is when the tie is "unresolved", 
in spite of using order-nodes-deep. Consider the flowsheet in Figure 3.4 and its 
corresponding adjacency matrix in Figure 3.8. There is only one group (1, 3, 5) and 
there is a stream going from 1 to 3. So, the tie is "unresolved". Choosing the INS as 
{4, 1, 3, 5, 2} and applying Li decompose, we get FNS {4, 1, 3, 5, 2} and FTS (3-4, 
5-1, 2-3). Since an optimum TS is either (2-3, 1-3) or (3-4, 3-5), the Modified Li's 
algorithm fails and gives one tear stream more than the optimum. We address this 
problem next. 
LF (Last-First) algorithm In analyzing Li's algorithm, we notice that if the 
tie is "unresolved", the algorithm fails to consider some counter and direct streams 
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relevant to a particular node. We address this problem, in our new LF algorithm, by 
moving the node under investigation to both ends of the current sequence. Also, in 
contrast to Li's algorithm, the new algorithm does not perform tearing in succession 
(forward followed by reverse). It performs the decomposition only once, but with 
each node it does the repositioning twice (once last and once first) and selects the 
best of the two resulting node sequences. It is similar to Gundersen's decomposition 
in that it finds the tear set only after the final node sequence is generated. 
LF~decompose 
1. Get the initial node sequence using order-nodes-deep and put it in the current 
node sequence (CNS). 
2. Copy CNS into a reference node sequence (RNS). Choose the first node in RNS 
as the inspected node (ISN). 
3. Copy CNS and pass it to sub-decompose-last to get a new node sequence (NSL) 
and a new CSW for ISN (CSWL). 
4. Copy CNS and pass it to sub-decompose-first to get a new node sequence (NSF) 
and a new CSW for ISN (CSWF). 
5. If CSWF < CSWL, copy NSF to CNS, otherwise copy NSL to CNS. 
6. Choose the next node in RNS as the new ISN and go back to step 3. Repeat 
until the last node in RNS is processed. 




1. Move ISN to the end of CNS. 
2. Modify CNS using sub-decompose-left. 
3. Calculate CSW for ISN and call it CSWL. 
Sub-decompose-first 
1. Move ISN to the front of CNS. 
2. Modify CNS using sub-decompose-right. 
3. Calculate CSW for ISN and call it CSWF. 
Sub-decompose-left 
Same as sub-decompose-forward except in step 4 the CSs of an NB are not 
included in the tear set. 
Sub-decompose-right 
Same as sub-decompose-reverse except the meaning of left and right is inter­
changed and in step 4 the CSs of an NB are not included in the tear set. 
Let us apply LF-decompose to the flowsheet (Figure 3.4) for which the Modified 
Li's algorithm failed. Start with the same INS as in the Modified Li's algorithm. CNS 
is {4, 1, 3, 5, 2}. Perform sub-decompose-last by moving node 4 to the end of CNS. 
CNS is {1, 3, 5, 2, 4}. Node 4 has three CSs 4-2, 4-5, 4-1 and one DS 3-4. Since CSW 
(3) > ADSW (1), make the CSs direct by moving 4 to the left of 1. NSL is {4, 1, 3, 5, 
2} and since node 4 has one CS 3-4, CSWL is 1. Perform sub-decompose-first on the 
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original CNS {4, 1, 3, 5, 2} by moving node 4 to the front of CNS. CNS is {4, 1, 3, 5, 
2}. Node 4 has one CS 3-4 and one ADS 4-1. Since CSW (1) < ADSW (1), form an 
NB {4, 1}. The NB has two CSs 3-4, 5-1 and two ADSs 1-3, 1-5. Again, CSW (2) < 
ADSW (2), so the NB expands to become {4, 1, 3}. Repeating the procedure, NSF 
is {4, 1, 3, 5, 2} and node 4 has one CS 3-4, so CSWF is 1. Since CSWL < CSWF, 
copy NSL to CNS. The new CNS is {4, 1, 3, 5, 2} (In this case, it is the same as the 
original CNS). Repeat the same procedure with node 1, after which CNS is still {4, 
1, 3, 5, 2}. CNS at the end of application for node 3 is {4, 1, 5, 2, 3}. After the 
application for nodes 5 and 2, CNS becomes {4, 5, 1, 2, 3}. The FNS is then {4, 5, 
1, 2, 3}. Hence, FTS is (3-4, 3-5), which is an optimum tear set. 
Hybrid algorithm We can see that the Modified Li's algorithm works for 
flowsheets where the tie can be "resolved". The LF algorithm works even if the tie 
is "unresolved", but its execution time is higher for large flowsheets like the heavy 
water plant (See Table 3.8). To take advantage of both speed and reliability, we 
incorporated both the Modified Li's algorithm and the LF algorithm into the Hybrid 
decomposition. 
Hybrid-decompose 
1. Get the initial node sequence using order-nodes-deep. 
2. Get FNS and FTS using LF-decompose if the tie is "unresolved", otherwise 
using Modified-Li-decompose. 
Results Thirteen flowsheets, which vary in size from 4 to 109 units, were 
used to test the flve different tearing algorithms (See Tables 3.5 and 3.6). These are 
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Table 3.5: Classical flowsheets 
Flowsheet Reference 
1 Rubin [51] 
2 Forder and Hutchison [18] 
3 Christensen and Rudd [10] 
4 Upadhye and Grens [66] 
5 Christensen and Rudd (Graph I) [10] 
6 Christensen and Rudd (Graph II) [10] 
7 Sargent and Westerberg [52] 
8 Shannon (Sulfuric acid) [57] 
9 Gundersen and Herzberg (Heavy water) [22] 
10 Pho and Lapidus [45] 
11 Barkley and Motard [3] 
12 Jain and Eakman (HF-alkylation) [25] 
13 Jain and Eakman (Vegetable oil) [25] 




m Modified Li 
f LF 
h Hybrid of LF and Modified Li 
typical flowsheets taken from chemical engineering literature and they have been used 
to assess the performance of tear stream selection algorithms. The actual flowsheets 
are presented in Appendix A. Note that only flowsheets 1 and 4 have stream weights 
other than unity and that these weights are shown over the streams in the figures in 
Appendix A. 
Table 3.7 presents the number of tear streams selected by the five algorithms 
for each of the 13 flowsheets. The number of tear streams also gives the weight of 
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Table 3.7: Number of tear streams selected 
Algorithms 
Flowsheet 9 I m / h 
1 41 2 2 2 2 
2 3 3 3 3 3 
3 2 2 2 2 2 
4 2 2 2 2 2 
5 3 3 3 3 3 
6 4t 4t 4t 3 3 
7 6 6 6 6 6 
8 5 6t 5 5 5 
9 15t Lst 12 12 12 
10 3t 2 2 2 2 
11 st gt 9t 6 6 
12 5 6t 5 5 5 
13 8 8 8 8 8 
Success (%) 60 60 85 100 100 
^ Non-optimum tear set. 
the tear set except for flowsheets 1 and 4 which have non-unity stream weights. For 
flowsheet 1, algorithm g gave a tear set weight of 6 in contrast to 3 given by others. 
For flowsheet 4, all algorithms gave a tear set weight of 4. There are five instances 
where algorithm I and g failed to give an optimum tear set, resulting in a 60% success 
rate. Algorithm m failed to give an optimum tear set twice for an 85% success rate. 
Algorithms / and h produced an optimum tear set for all the flowsheets studied, for 
a 100% success rate. 
For algorithm g, we obtained 15 and 8 tear streams for flowsheets 9 and 11, 
respectively, as opposed to 13 and 7 reported by Gundersen and Hertzberg [22]. As 
mentioned earlier, the performance of this algorithm is inconsistent if tie nodes exist. 
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Table 3.8: Averaged execution time (ms) 
Algorithms 
Flowsheet 9 / m / h 
1 15 15 20 15 20 
2 15 20 20 20 20 
3 15 15 15 15 15 
4 15 15 15 15 15 
5 25 40 40 50 40 
6 30 50 65 70 70 
7 25 30 35 40 35 
8 40 75 85 95 85 
9 165 210 255 470 250 
10 20 25 30 25 25 
11 25 35 35 30 30 
12 25 35 40 40 40 
13 40 45 45 45 45 
This aspect was not discussed by Gundersen and Hertzberg. They also reported 
that their algorithm at most gave one more tear stream than the minimum for the 
flowsheets they tested (Flowsheets 5 to 13 of the present work). Obviously, our 
results do not support their observations because of the way the algorithm breaks 
the tie. We also could not reproduce the results reported by Li et al. [31]. They 
obtained optimal solutions for all the nine flowsheets they studied (Flowsheets 1 to 
9 of the present work). In Table 3.7, we show that the Li's algorithm failed to give 
an optimum tear set for flowsheets 6, 8 and 9. When using Li's algorithm, more 
than one initial node sequence (INS) exists if tie nodes are present and different INSs 
possibly give different final tear sets. Flowsheets 6, 8 and 9 have tie nodes and Li's 
algorithm indeed gives optimum tear sets for some INSs. With our modification of 
the ordering scheme, the Modified Li's algorithm apparently performed better than 
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the original algorithm but it still fails for some flowsheets. This indicates that the 
failure of Li's algorithm is due not only to the lack of a tie-breaking scheme, but also 
to the node repositioning scheme. 
Since execution time also plays a major role in comparing tearing algorithms, 
Table 3.8 provides such a comparison. The numbers were obtained by averaging 
100 runs and rounding to the nearest 5th multiple. All the five algorithms were 
implemented in GNU C+-|- and were run on a DEC 2100 workstation. Due to the 
simplicity of its tear stream selection, algorithm g required the minimum execution 
time for all the 1.3 flowsheets. All other algorithms have execution times of comparable 
magnitude among the 13 flowsheets except for flowsheet 9 where algorithm / took 
approximately twice the execution time of others to complete the partitioning and 
tearing. This is probably due to the size of the flowsheet since the algorithm always 
moves the current node to the front and end of the sequence in order to determine the 
best position in the sequence. As the length of the sequence increases, the extra time 
spent in finding a position for the current node relative to that spent in algorithm I 
(where the current node is examined at its current position) became a significant part 
of the total execution time. As indicated in the last column of Table 3.8, algorithm 
h has execution times comparable to those of algorithm I. Algorithm h selected 
an optimum tear set for all the 13 flowsheets studied. This illutrates its reliability 
and efficiency in tear stream selection. Overall, all algorithms require only several 
hundreds of milUseconds in the worst case. Consequently, time is not an important 
issue for comparing these algorithms. 
The new decomposition algorithm (LF) developed in this work has the best 
performance in that it gave an optimum tear set for all the thirteen classical flowsheets 
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studied. It also has comparable execution time to that of Li's algorithm when used 
in combination with the Modified Li's algorithm (Hybrid). Gundersen's "close-to-
optimal" tearing algorithm may give tear sets far from optimum depending on which 
tie node is selected for tearing. The Li's tearing algorithm is similar in performance 
to Gundersen's and suffers from the lack of a tie resolution scheme for initial node 
ordering and from the repositioning procedure used. The new tearing algorithm 
presented here is used in the object oriented sequential modular simulator developed 
in this work. 
Physical Property System 
In process simulation, physical properties are often computed on a routine basis 
due to the iterative nature of process calculations. Usually, many physical properties 
are obtained from equations of state. Given an equation of state, one can derive the 
expressions for departure functions and fugacity coefficients which are heavily used 
in phase equilibrium calculations. A departure function is a measure of a thermo­
dynamic property's deviation from ideal value. Most commonly used equations of 
state in process simulation are pressure explicit. The mathematical form of these 
equations is P = f{T,p) for pure components and P = f{T,p,'X.) for mixtures. For 
a pure component with given temperature(T) and molar density!/)), pressure can 
be calculated directly. In contrast, if pressure and temperature are specified, then 
molar density can be obtained only thru iterative computations because / is cubic 
in molar density. Unfortunately, most specifications in process simulation fall in this 
category. For a given mixture, physical properties are needed at some specified tem­
perature and pressure. This certainly suggests that the algorithm used in computing 
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these properties must be both efficient and reliable; otherwise, the simulation will 
probably need more CPU time and may fail because of failures in physical property 
calculations. Since most of the properties used for process simulation rely on the 
density obtained from equations of state, this necessitates the use of an efficacious 
algorithm to solve for the desired density at a given temperature and pressure. The 
basic information flow of a density solver is such that, with given T, P, and the phase 
of interest (vapor or liquid), the solver produces a value for the density. 
Several density solving algorithms have been published in the literature. There 
are basically two algorithms that are general enough to serve the purpose of process 
simulation. The density solving routine developed in this work is a hybrid of these two 
algorithms. The algorithm of Topliss [65] serves as the prime density solver. When 
severe conditions are specified and it is determined that real density does not exist, 
the strategies suggested by Mathias et al. [.35] are used to perform an extrapolation 
at the boundary of an allowed region. This will produce a pseudo-density for the 
liquid phase or vapor phase. The motivation behind this concept is to allow the 
higher level calculations like simulation of a distillation column to continue when 
such a situation occurs. It is likely that such exceedingly severe conditions may 
happen quite routinely because composition, temperature and pressure are normally 
unknowns and hence their values are generated by the nonlinear equation solver. 
These values may be unreasonable. In fact, the compositions are usually normalized 
before the computation of most physical properties. 
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Topliss's algorithm 
There are basically three types of P { p )  curves and the corresponding derivative, 
Pp{p), cxiTves. These curves are shown in Figures 3.9 and 3.10. For a given pressure, 
there is only one density value for curves B and C. For curve A, depending on the 
specified pressure, there can be one or three values of density. When three density 
values exist, only the maximum and minimum densities correspond to real fluid 
liquid and vapor densities because the other density violates the stability criteria 
from classical thermodynamics. Note that there are two extremum points, 
and Pmaxi for curve A. It is possible that liquid density may be requested at a 
pressure which is lower than Pjjiiji- Similarly, one may ask for the vapor density 
at a pressure higher than Prnax- This phenomenon is known as the wrong root 
problem. To determine the presence of the wrong root problem, depending on the 
phase of interest, one can determine or Pmax and compare their values with 
the specified pressure. Interestingly, there is no obvious technique to detect this 
problem with curves B and C. 
Examining the derivative curves shown in Figure 3.10, note that d " P f d p  is 
always positive for curve C even at zero density. In contrast, curves B and C have 
negative d'^P/dp'^. The transition from curve A to curve B occurs at dPjdp = 0 and 
PjdfP" — 0. Then, to differentiate between curves A and B, one needs to determine 
the minimum of the derivative curve. If the value of this minimum is less than zero, 
then curve A is present; otherwise, curve B exists. Based on these observations, 
Topliss proposed the following algorithm. With a given po, = 0, and as the 
density where P —> oo, 
1. Determine if curve is type C by computing d  P j d p  at p = 0. If it is type C, 
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go to step 4. 
2. Determine if curve is type B by computing the minimum in the derivative curve. 
If it is > 0, go to step 4. 
3. Now, the curve is type A. For liquid phase, determine otherwise, de­
termine Pmax- If the wrong root problem occurs, stop immediately. For the 
absence of the wrong root problem, set p i L  =  p  \ p  _  for liquid phase, set 
^ m i n  
Pub ~ P ^Pmax phase. Then continue to step 4. 
4. Solve for the density that corresponds to the specified pressure. 
plf^ is the lower bound density and is the upper bound density. The initial 
upper bound density for commmon equations of states can be calculated easily. For 
example, p^^^ for Peng-Robinson equation of state and Soave-Redlich-Kwong equation 
of state is 1/6, where b is the hard core volume. 
Upon reaching step 4, the density bound that contains the solution will have 
been identified. The function's behavior in this bound is monotonie. This quality is 
desirable for most iterative methods. In identifying the minimum of the derivative 
curve, an iterative approach using Brent's method for minimization is employed. 
For Pmax and Pmirf Brent's method for locating the zero of a function is used. 
These calculations involve only the derivative curve. Finally, at the last stage of the 
algorithm, Newton's method is used to converge the density to the specified pressure. 
Mathias's algorithm 
Applying this algorithm in process simulation, one has to address the wrong root 


















Figure 3.10: Three typical curves for P p ( p )  versus density 
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arises. Mathias e t  a l .  [35] defined an allowed region as: 
Pp > {Q.l)RT (liquid and vapor) 
P >  Pmc { l iqu id  on ly )  
pmc is the mechanical critical density and R is the gas constant. For most equations 
of state, pmc can be calculated readily. For a pure component, the density at which 
dPIdp = 0 and (fiPldp^ = 0 is the critical density. For a mixture, the true critical 
density can be determined only thru iterative calculations. To approximate this true 
critical density, one can assume that the mixture is a pseudo-pure-component. Then, 
applying the definition for critical density of a pure component to this pseudo-pure-
component, the density obtained is referred to as the mechanical critical density. The 
mechanical critical density of a mixture for Peng-Robinson equation of state can be 
computed with the following equation: 
For specifications outside of this allowed region, continuous derived properties that 
maintain the original trends of the respective actual properties are produced. This 
ensures that the derivative of the properties is still continuous in the transition from 
real properties to derived properties. The two criteria are based on heuristics and 
have been tested for  many systems with different  equations of  s tate  by Mathias e t  
al. [35]. The second condition restricts all liquid densities to be greater than the 
mechanical critical density. This is true for many systems. The real critical density 
is always slightly greater than pmc-
The extrapolation equation for liquid phase is of the form: 
0.25.34 (3.28) pmc 
P — Co + C'l ln(/3 — O.lpmc) (3.29) 
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The constants Co and C'^ are determined by matching P and Pp at the boundary of 
the allowed region. Carrying out this step, one obtains 
C'l = -- O.Tfnac) (3.30) 
Co = P*-C'iMp*-O.Tpmc) (3.31) 
where P p ,  P * ,  and p* are values of the respective terms at the boundary of the 
allowed region. From equation .3.29 one can then compute the extrapolated density 
directly as 
p  = exp( ——) + O.Tpmc (3.32) (-1 
Pspec is the pressure where density is desired. 
For the case of vapor, a quadratic extrapolation of the reciprocal of pressure with 
density ensuring zero^^- and first-order continuity at the boundary of the allowed 
region was suggested by M at hi as et al. [35] The mathematical statement of these 
requirements is 
1 = C o  +  C i x  +  C 2 X ^  (3.33) 
z == 0, P = P* (3.34) 
X = 0, fp = Pp (3.35) 
i = 0  , 3 . 3 6 )  
where x = p — p*. The last item above limits the vapor density to be less than pmc-
The three constants can be found easily and defined as follows; 
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- (jP* )2 dz If* ^*-38) 
C'2 = (3.39) 
aZcKjF/ == (3.40) 
There are two solutions to the original quadratic equation. The density that is greater 
than p* is the one of interest here. The two solutions can be easily calculated as: 
-C'l ± - 4C'2(C'O - ^  
'•^d = (3.41) 
where is [ p ^  — p * ) .  p ^  is the desired density. The term { C o  -  ) is always 
greater than zero because P* is always lower than Pspec for the extrapolation of 
vapor density. Since Pp is always positive, one can easily see that C'l is less than 
zero at all time. The value of Cq is most likely to be less than that of Co due to the 
term. This implies that Co is also less than zero. Then C? — 4C'2(Co — tt i i "spec 
is always a legitimate number to perform the square root operation. Since [ — C^) is 
a positive number and (2C'2) is less than zero, then one ought to take the solution 
that substracts the square root term from ( —C'j^) so as to get a density value that is 
larger than /)*. This is true only if (—C']^) is less than the square root term. Now, 
one needs to establish that 
-C'l < cf-4C'2(C'o--^) (3.42) 
rs pec 
Taking the square of both sides of the above relation and performing a simple ma­
nipulation, one obtains 
—  ) ^  
Pspec C'^ 
1 < 1 — 4C'2(C'o --^1 -  (3.43) 
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As discussed above, iCoiC'o — —) is always less than zero, this ensures that 
^spec 
( —C'j^) is always less than the square root term. Consequently, the solution that 
subtracts the square root term is taken as the extrapolated density. 
An example showing the densities produced by both liquid phase and vapor phase 
extrapolation equations is shown in Figures 3.11 and 3.12. The solid lines represent 
the densities returned by the density solver. Dash lines trace the exact curvature of 
Soave-Redlich-Kwang equation of state for this equal-molar mixture of ethane and 
n-heptane at different temperatures. When T = 420 K, liquid pseudo-densities will 
be returned if the specified pressure is less than 20 bars. For the vapor phase at 
similar temperature, if Pspec is greater than 26 bars, pseudo-densities are produced. 
Note that the slope for the extrapolation curve for the vapor phase is steeper than 
that of liquid phase at T = 420 K. This is because the curvature to the right of 
Pmax is in the direction of decreasing pressure as density increases. Pressure may 
become less than zero at times. This would cause a failure in the calculations for 
departure functions and fugacity coefficients. There is no absolute guarantee that the 
extrapolated density will not produce a negative pressure. In our implementation, we 
specifically check if the calculated pressure is positive before using it in computing 
physical properties. 
To test this hybrid algorithm, enthalpies and fugacity coefficients of an equal-
molar ethane and n-heptane mixture were computed using Soave-Redlich-Kwong 
equation of state. The results are shown in Figures 3.13 to 3.16. The extrapo­
lated values indicated as dashed lines appear continuous with the true values and 
maintain the correct trends. For all properties, the resulting pressure obtained from 




T = 500K 
T = 420 K 
' ' ' 
Density, kmol/cum 
Figure 3.11: Liquid densities for an equal-molar mixture of ethane and n-heptane 
with SRK equation of state 
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Figure 3.12: Vapor densities for an equal-molar mixture of etliane and n-lieptane 
with SRK equation of state 
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culations. At 500 K, no pseudo-density was produced for the vapor phase. Howover, 
liquid pseudo-densities were necessary in the full range of pressures in the figures. As 
suggested by M at hi as et al. [.35], a correction factor was applied only to liquid fugac-
ity coefficients so as to maintain the original trend with temperature and pressure. 
This is achieved thru the following equation; 
(3.44) 
^spec 
Without the correction factor, was found not to increase rapidly enough with 
decreasing pressure. This equation tends to increase the value of (pi and hence pro­
duces the desired effect because is always greater than Pspec- For example, 
for the system shown in Figure 3.11 at T = 420 A', if Pspec is 10 bars, is 
approximately 21 bars. 
Property method system 
In most process computations, it is often necessary to use different approaches 
to compute thermo-physical properties. For a given mixture, one may use an empir­
ical correlation to compute liquid density and opt to obtain vapor density from an 
equation of state. To facilitate this kind of need, we defined an object called property 
method system. It consists of all unique routes for calculating the properties that are 
needed in process simulation. Details about this object are discussed by Varma [67]. 
For a given physical property like vapor density, there is only one way of calculating 
it in the property method system. Most of the commonly used physical properties 
have been defined in the current system. They are liquid entropy, vapor entropy, 
liquid Gibbs free energy, vapor Gibbs free energy, liquid enthalpy, vapor enthalpy. 
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3 T = 420K 









Figure 3.13: Fugacity coefficients of an eciual-molar mixture of ethane and n-heptane 
with SRK equation of state 
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Figure 3.14: Fugacity coefRcieiits of an equal-molar mixture of ethane and n-heptane 
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Figure 3.15; Enthalpies of an equal-molar mixture of ethane and n-heptane with 









Lia. enthalpy at T = 500 K 
Vap. enthalpy at T = 500 K 




Figure 3.16: Eutliaipies of au equal-niolar mixture of ethane and n-heptane with 
SRK equation of state 
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liquid fugacity coefficients, vapor fugacity coefficients, liquid density, and vapor den­
sity. These properties are defined for both pure components and mixtures. For pure 
components, vapor pressure is also available. 
We implemented two equations of state in the current physical properties system. 
They are Soave-Redlich-Kwong (SRK) equation of state and Peng-Robinson (PR) 
equation of state. Working equations for these two equations of state are taken from 
the text by Edmister and Lee [17]. Departure functions were used in the computation 
of enthalpies and entropies. The enthalpy of formation (H^) at 298.15 Kelvin is used 
as the reference state for enthalpy. The equation for reference entropy is 
5" =(4;^ (.3.4.5) 
where is the free energy of formation at which is at 298.15 Kelvin and 1 
atmosphere. The main reason for using enthalpy of formation as the reference state is 
to avoid the need for computing the heat of reaction when performing energy balances 
around a reactor. For the vapor pressure of pure components, we used a modestly 
complicated form of equation if compared with the famous Antoine equation. The 
form of the vapor pressure equation is 
\n{Pvp) = A + ^  + C\nT + DT^ (3.46) 
Data for the constants are obtained from the 4-volume reference manuals prepared 
by Daubert and Danner [13]. For ideal liquids, density is obtained from Rackettas 
equation. The Watson relation is used to compute heat of vaporization using normal 
boiling point heat of vaporization as the reference. Ideal gas heat capacity equations 
are also used in calculating enthalpy. They are shown in equation 3.47. These 
equations can be found in the text by Reid et al. [46] The constants for the heat 
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capacity equations are taken from Reid et al. [46] 
Cp = A + BT + CT^ + DT^ (3.47) 
In flowsheet simulation, it is often necessary to compute the enthalpy of a mixture 
with given composition, temperature and pressure. It is possible that the mixture 
may exist as a 1-phase mixture, 2-phase mixture, or 3-phase mixture. In order to get 
the enthalpy, a flash calculation is necessary. This illustrates the importance of flash 
calculation in a process simulator. To probe for the existence of just a single phase, 
one only has to check the bubble point pressure and dew point pressure. For the case 
of three phase calculations, some kind of stability criteria must be used to determine 
if three phases really exist. We implemented only 2-phase flash calculations. Our 
procedure automatically checks for the possibility of a single phase. Depending on 
the values of bubble point and dew point pressures, a single nonlinear equation or a set 
of nonlinear equations has to be solved. Note that the calculations for bubble point 
and dew point pressures also involve the solution of a set of nonlinear equations if one 
treats the respective phase compositions as unknowns. Since these routines are used 
repeatedly in process simulation, an efficient implementation is necessary. If one opts 
to treat the phase compositions as unknowns, it will probably be too expensive for 
process simulation. Consequently, we choose to solve just a single nonlinear equation 
for both bubble point and dew point pressure calculations. Similarly, the isothermal 
flash equations can be reduced to just a single equation with the phase fraction as 
the only unknown. In addition, the analytical derivative of this equation can be 
calculated easily. Standard bounded Newton's method can be utilized effectively to 
iterate on the phase fraction. The iterative equations for bubble point and dew point 
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pressure are 
= pLt^iKi (3.48) 
i=l 
pk+1 _ pk j y 21-
dew dew' ^ (3.49) 
(3.50) 
If one assumes that the vapor phase is an ideal gas, and the liquid phase is an ideal 
liquid, then the bubble point and dew point pressures can be computed directly using 
vapor pressure and the system pressure. 
The description involves only one type of specification for a mixture. One may 
also fix pressure, enthalpy and composition, then dew point and bubble point tem­
peratures have to be determined in order to check for the possibility of a single phase. 
Once it is determined that a 2-phase mixture exists, bubble point temperature and 
dew point temperature are used as lower bound and upper bound for the unknown 
temperature. Again the computation for these two temperatures is iterative. Note 
that there is no direct way of obtaining these two temperatures as in the case of 
pressures. 
Other specifications for a mixture are still possible. The final set of equations 
solved is very similar if a 2-phase mixture exists. One clear inherent nature of this kind 
of computations is repetitiveness. A recent report by Winter [69] indicated that 80 % 
of the total simulation time is spent on physical property calculations. Consequently, 
the existence of reliable and efficient algorithms in a physical properties system is an 
important requirement for a process simulator. 
We implemented existing technology into a new framework for process simu­
lation. The present discussions concern mainly physical property calculations with 
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respect to process simulation. Our physical property routines can also be used for 
other purposes. For instance, one may use the property method system to calculate 
density of a liquid phase or a vapor phase. In essence, the physical property system 
can be used as a stand alone module. More detailed programs illustrating the usage 
of our physical property system are presented by Varma [67]. A simple C++ program 
using the physical property system is given below. We define an equal molar mixture 
of n-heptane and ethane. Then liquid properties are calculated at given temperature 
and pressure. All text that appears after '//' is a comment statement in C + + , 'cout' 






// Define components and load data from default databcink 
Molecular.component ethane ("n-Ethane"); 
Molecular.component heptane ("n-Heptane"); 
Component.set es; // Define a component set 
cs .add(ethaine) ; // Add ethane to component set 
cs.add(heptane); // Add heptane to component set 
Mo leculEir. component .mixture mix(cs) ; // Define a component mixture 
mix.mole.fraction(ethane) =0.5; // Give composition of ethane 
mix.mole_fraction(heptane) =0.5; // Give composition of heptane 
property.method.system(SRK); // Define property calculation methods 
// using Soave-Redlich-Kwong eos 
Temperature t(420,K); // Define temperature 
Pressure p(10,bar); // Define pressure 
cout << "Temperature : " << t(K) << "\n"; 
cout << "Pressure : " << p(bar) << "\n"; 
output.unit.system(ENG); // Define output unit system 
// Compute liquid properties of interest 
cout << "Molar Liquid Enthalpy : " << 
mix.molar.liquid.enthalpy(t,p) << "\n"; 
cout << "Molar Liquid Density : " << 
mix.molar_liquid.density(t,p) << "\n"; 
cout << "Liquid Fug. Coeff. : " << "\n"; 
cout << mix.liquid.fugacity.coefficient(t,p) << "\n"; 
} 
Figure 3.17: A C4-+ sample program using physical property system 
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CHAPTER 4. CONVERGENCE STUDIES 
The development of a process simulation environment is a tedious task. There 
are many service routines that have to be developed besides the models needed to 
simulate flowsheets. For instance, a tearing algorithm is required in determining a 
computation sequence for the flowsheet. We evaluated current tearing algorithms 
and proposed a new tearing algorithm that has the best performance on the thirteen 
flowsheets studied. To perform simulation, a physical property system must exist to 
provide all properties that are involved in the simulation. We developed our physical 
property system and it currently has two equations of state for computing physical 
properties of liquid and vapor. To determine the density root of an equation of state, 
we implemented a hybrid algorithm of Topliss's algorithm and Mathias's algorithm. 
The modified Powell's dogleg method was used as our primary nonlinear equation 
solver for a set of dense and sparse nonlinear equations. In the initial stage of this 
work, we studied convergence behavior of a sequential modular simulator using AS­
PEN PLUS [1]. The development of our simulator was still at the fundamental level 
of data modeling. With the completion of the development of our simulator, we 
tested the equation-based simulator by performing material and energy balance cal­
culations for three flowsheets. A sample C4-4- program to simulate a simple flowsheet 
is shown in Appendix C. The first section in this chapter discusses our work with a se-
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quential modular simulator. Then, our experience with the prototype equation-based 
simulator developed in this work is presented. 
Sequential Modular Simulators 
In a sequential modular simulator, the material and energy balances for each 
unit in a flowsheet are solved sequentially. This suggests that the output streams of 
unit j are the inlet streams of units following unit j. Hence, flowrates and states of 
inlet streams to a particular unit must be known before any computations related to 
that unit can begin. If recycle streams appear in the flowsheet, the calculations are 
iterative because the input of one upstream unit is the output of another downstream 
unit. The flowrates and state of a stream in the recycle loop must be estimated in 
order to start the calculations. The assumed stream is commonly referred to as a tear 
stream. Often, more than one tear stream is required in the simulation of chemical 
plants. There are several tearing algorithms available in the literature [19, 21, 66]. It 
is very difficult to select the best algorithm out of the set of available algorithms. The 
tear stream selection algorithm formulated by Upadhye and Grens [66] works very 
well for flowsheets without constraints. The main objective of their tearing algorithm 
is to select tear sets which open each loop only once in a flowsheet. 
The main scope of this discussion is to address the convergence behavior of a 
sequential modular simulator when the process has constrained units. Constraints 
can be classified as either local constraints or global constraints. By definition, local 
constraints are design specifications that involve stream variables of streams inci­
dent to the unit that is under-specified without the constraints. On the other hand, 
global constraints are design specifications that relate stream variables of streams 
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not incident to the unit that is under-specified. In our study, we concentrated on 
the convergence behavior of a sequential modular simulator when it was simulating 
a flowsheet with a local constraint. Due to the architecture of sequential modular 
simulators, constraints nearly always complicate the convergence. In most cases, they 
are dealt with by inserting an extra inner loop as shown in Figure 4.1. Hence, for 
every iteration of the outer loop, we have one inner loop which has to be converged. 
With the emergence of quasi-Newton methods for solving a set of non-linear algebraic 
equations, constraints could be handled quite comfortably without forming an inner 
loop. In essence, we are able to converge the torn variables and design specifications 
simultaneously. Broyden's method is one of the quasi-Newton methods that has been 
implemented in sequential modular simulators to accommodate constraints and tear 
streams simultaneously. Broyden's method and its use in sequential modular simu­
lators have been described by Perkins [41]. Beside these two approaches, we can also 
solve the constrained flowsheet using an optimization routine which minimizes the 
sum of the squares of differences between the guessed and computed torn streams 
or the sum of the squares of the error in design specifications. Then the problem is 
essentially a non-linear programming problem with tear streams and design specifi­
cations as equality constraints or additional inequality constraints. This approach 
generally requires more computer time because the flowsheet has to be converged 
fully or partially at every optimization step. 
Processes simulated 
Three process flowsheets were simulated in our study. They are shown in Fig­




Figure 4.1: Insertion of inner loop 
Cavelt [7] in his evaluation of numerical methods. The second flowsheet was taken 
from Grave's thesis [20] as shown in Figure 4.3. The last flowsheet was a simple 
single-loop process taken from the FLOVVTRAN introductory manual [54] with the 
recycle stream being the vapor stream from the flash instead of the liquid stream. 
We imposed two types of constraint specifications on each of the three flowsheets. 
One type of constraint was imposed by specifying absolute flowrates; the other by 
specifying split fractions. These constraints are all summarized in the legends of Fig­
ures 4.5, 4.6, 4.7, 4.8, 4.9, 4.10 and 4.11. The flash temperature was the adjusted 
variable for all imposed constraints. The under-specified unit of the flowsheets in 
Figures 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4 was F2, 1^2, and FLA respectively. Three approaches were 
used to perform the simulation in our investigation. The first approach was direct 
substitution with an extra inner loop because we could not converge the tear streams 
and the imposed constraint at the same time. This extra loop was converged by the 
secant method as implemented in ASPEN PLUS [1]. Broyden's method [6] was used 
to converge both the tear streams and the constraint simultaneously in the second 
ap|)roach. With Broyden's method, the negative of an identity matrix which involved 
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only tear stream variables was used as the initial estimate of the Jacobian submatrix. 
For the row which accounted for the equation of the specified constraint, the elements 
were obtained by a finite difference approach. The step size used for the adjusted 
temperature was 0.5 in all simulations except the case of the single-loop flowsheet 
simulations where a step size of 0.5 °C' was used. Since the column elements of the 
adjusted variable were assumed zero except in the row involving the constraint, the 
inverse of the Jacobian could be computed easily. With Broyden's method, five it­
erations of direct substitution were performed initially with the imposed constraint 
ignored. Then the initial Jacobian was approximated. The last approach was to use 
an optimizer in place of Broyden's method. We used the optimizer, SQP, in ASPEN 
PLUS [1] for this purpose. The objective function was the square of the error in the 
design specification for each constrained case. Tear streams and the constraint were 
converged simultaneously. The decision variable was the flash temperature of the 
under-specified unit. The perturbation step used was similar to that used in Broy­
den's method. We used most of the default values provided by ASPEN PLUS [1]. 
Consequently, the optimizer is a hybrid of infeasible path and feasible path strategies 
as discussed by Kisala [28]. 
The tolerance used for tear streams was 0.0001 expressed as fractional difference 
between current and previous values of iterated variables. For the design specification, 
since the answer was known before hand, an absolute tolerance of 0.1 was used. The 
fractional tolerance for the optimizer was set at 0.0001. If the constraint's tolerance 
was not satisfied at the end of the optimization, this tolerance was reduced to 0.00001. 
All unknowns associated with tear streams were initially set to zero. The adjusted 
variable in the constrained simulations was initially set at the solution value from the 
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Table 4.1: Tear sets used in simulations 
Flowsheet Tear Sets 
Cavett Problem (SI,82,S3), (Z1,Z2), (Z1,S3), (Z2,S1), (R1,R2,R3) 
Compression Flowsheet (S4), (S4,S1), (Sl,S8), (S3,ST), (S2,S5) 
Single-Loop Flowsheet (CFD), (RECY), (OVHD) 
unconstrained case. The ASPEN PLUS [1] version 8.2.6 process simulator was used 
for all simulations in this study. 
The tear sets selected in our study are summarized in Table 4.1. For Cavett 
problem, (Z1,Z2) tears a loop twice in the flowsheet. (S4,S1) in the compression 
flowsheet also tears a loop twice in the flowsheet. Consequently, these two stream 
pairs are not selected as tear sets by the selection algorithm described by Upadhye 
and Grens [66]. 
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Figure 4.2: Cavett problem 
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Figure 4.3: Recompression flowsheet 
Results 
Figures 4.5 to 4.11 are plots of number of iterations for each tear set for the three 
flowsheets. The plot of number of iterations versus tear set with direct substitution is 
not shown here for the single-loop flowsheet of Figure 4.4 due to its simple convergence 
behavior with and without constraints. All tear sets for this flowsheet required 14 
iterations to converge with and without constraints except one constrained case where 
16 iterations were required to converge. Similarly, the plot for SQP of this simple 
flowsheet is also left out because all tear sets needed only four to six optimization 
iterations to converge to the final solutions. The tear set ordering in the plots follows 
the order of the tear set listing shown in Table 4.1. For Broyden's method, if no 
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Figure 4.4: A single-loop flowsheet 
convergence was obtained in 100 iterations or if the method failed, the iteration 
number was set to 100. The iteration number was set to 200 if no convergence 
was obtained for direct substitution in 200 iterations. The maximum number of 
iterations allowed for SQP was 30. If no convergence was reached after 30 iterations 
or the method failed, the iteration number was set to 35. 
Figures 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7 present the results for Cavett problem. The legend used 
in the plots is { Tear sets: 1 - (Sl,S2,S3), 2 - (Z1,Z2), 3 - (Z1,S3), 4 - (Z2,S1), 5 -
(Rl,R2,R3) }. (Z1,Z2) was the worst tear set when no constraint was imposed. With 
constraints, we noted that (Z1,Z2) was not always the worst tear set. For direct 
substitution, as shown in Figure 4.6, there was one design constraint for which the 
number of iterations required for the constrained simulation was less than that for the 
unconstrained case. With Broyden's method, tear streams (Z1,S3) and (R1,R2,R3) 
failed to converge twice and tear stream (Z2,S1) did not converge once. Tear streams 
(Zl,Z2) and (Rl,R2,R3) failed to converge only once when direct substitution was 
used. With SQP, (Z2,S1) and (R1,R2,R3) both failed once. 
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Figure 4.5: Iterations vs tear set for Cavett problem (Broyden's Method) 
The results for the recompression flowsheet are shown in Figures 4.8, 4.9 and 4.10. 
The legend used in the plots is {Tear Sets: 1 - (S4), 2 - (84,Si), 3 - {S1,S8), 4 -
(S3,ST), 5 - (S2,S5) }. Without constraints, (S4,S1) was a somewhat poorer tear set. 
With constraints, (S4,S1) was not always the worst tear set with direct substitution 
and Broyden's method. It failed for all constrained cases with SQP. In addition, as 
shown in Figure 4.9, there were two cases which required fewer iterations than the 
unconstrained case when direct substitution was used. For Broyden's method, tear 
streams (S4) and (S4,S1) both failed to converge once. There was only one tear set 
that failed to converge with direct substitution. The tear set was (S2,S5). 








Figure 4.6: Iterations vs tear sets for Cavett problem (direct substitution) 
(REC'Y), 3 - (OVHD) }. Since all the tear sets selected for the single-loop flowsheet 
tear the loop only once, we did not expect much convergence complexity. That 
was true when direct substitution and SQP were used. As shown in Figure 4.11, 
the convergence behavior was quite complex with Broyden's method. Tear streams 
(RECY) and (OVHD) failed to converge thrice and once, respectively. 
Considering Broyden's method, we noted that after imposing constraints the 
required number of iterations increased for all cases in our study. This can be seen in 
Figures 4.5, 4.8, and 4.11. The convergence behavior of Broyden's method appears to 
be quite complicated and the required number of iterations is very much affected by 
the tear set selected. This was not observed for the unconstrained case. Also, all failed 
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Figure 4.7: Iterations vs tear sets for Cavett problem (SQP) 
cases occurred only after imposing constraints. This poor performance is probably 
due to the simple initial approximation of the Jacobian matrix. The iteration number 
shown in the plots for SQP indicates only the optimization iterations. For most of the 
cases, it required several hundred flowsheet passes when convergence was achieved. 
Hence, it is the most computationally intensive method among the three approaches 
used. 
Since there are quite a few failed cases, one may question the feasibility of the 
imposed constraints. A careful observation of the plots illustrates that for all the 
failed cases, there are converged solutions at other tear sets. In addition, all of the 
constrained cases were successfully solved by the optimization routine for at least one 
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Figure 4.8: Iterations vs tear sets for recompression flowsheet (Broyclen's Method) 
of the tear sets. These two facts clearly show that the constraints are feasible. 
We have been unable to detect any apparent trend for which tear stream selection 
rules for a constrained flowsheet can be defined. Also, the convergence behavior of a 
constrained flowsheet is affected more by the numerical methods used in converging 
the tear streams than is an unconstrained flowsheet. Looking at the convergence 
characteristics, we infer that the original unconstrained flowsheet's characteristics 
might not be preserved after imposing constraints. The number of times a loop is 
opened for a constrained flowsheet seems not to be adequate to distinguish between 
good and bad tear sets. Current tear stream selection algorithms do not. consider 
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Figure 4.9: Itérations vs tear sets for recompression flowsheet (direct substitution) 
sequential modular simulators drastically. Futhermore, the concept of converging 
both tear streams and constraints simultaneously demands a highly reliable numerical 
method. The reliability of the three approaches studied can be ranked as direct 
substitution, SQP, and Broyden's method. 
Equation-Based Simulators 
In equation-based simulators, the set of equations that describe a flowsheet is 
solved simultaneously. This set of equations may or may not include the equations for 
physical properties. There are three basically different approaches in treating phys­
ical properties in this type of simulator. The first approach is to treat all physical 
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Figure 4.10: Iterations vs tear sets tor recompression flowsheet (SQP) 
properties as knowns. This is parallel with sequential modular simulators. Conse­
quently, the resulting set of equations contains only the ecjuations for material and 
energy balances, and unit operations specific equations. On the other hand, one 
may choose to iterate on enthalpies and K-values. This implies that enthalpies and 
K-values are treated as unknowns in the equation set. Note that the calculation for 
enthalpies or K-values may be iterative. But, the iterative calculation is done outside 
of the equation set as procedures which will be called when properties are needed. 
This approach results in a larger set of equations compared to the first approach 
since several copies of the equations for enthalpies and K-values are present in the 
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Figure 4.11: Iterations vs tear sets for single-loop flowsheet (Broyclen's method) 
culations in the equation set. This certainly increases the size of the equation set 
drastically. Furthermore, the equations for physical properties are highly nonlinear 
and treating these equations along with the material and energy balances equations 
and the equations for each process unit together makes the resulting set of equation 
very difficult to solve. Stadtherr and Hilton [60] reported that the second approach is 
the most effective way of treating physical properties. We used the second approach 
in our equation-based simulator. 
In solving a set of nonlinear equations, the form of equations is important. For 
example, the log mean temperature difference for a heat exchanger is not defined if the 
approach temperatures at both ends are the same. Since the approach temperatures 
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are unknowns, the solver iterates on them. It is possible that the solver may produce 
similar values for both of them at some iteration. Consequently, the equation itself 
must have the ability to cope with this kind of situation. To include this kind of 
decision making capability into an equation, a procedural equation can be defined. 
In this procedural equation, there is an operation that calculates the function value 
that is required by the nonlinear equation solver. Before computing the expression 
for the log mean temperature difference, one can check if the approach temperatures 
are similar. If they are the same, one can compute just the average temperature 
instead of the log mean temperature difference and return the function value based 
on the average temperature instead of the log mean temperature difference. Details 
of this procedural equations are reported by Varma [67]. 
Stadtherr and Hilton recommended that equations be written in a form that 
avoids division. It is desirable to write a material balance in terms of component 
flowrates instead of compositions since the resulting equations are linear with respect 
to component flowrates. For flash calculations, the A'j's then should be expressed as 
A'jV7j = Lv^ (4.1) 
Using this form for A'/'s, we found that one may obtain a trivial solution to the flash 
calculations. For example, the liquid component flowrates may become very small. 
By definition, the total flowrate is equal to the sum of the component flowrates. To 
satisfy this equation, the total flowrate also becomes very small. Then the equilibrium 
relationship is satisfied automatically. To avoid this problem, we used the composition 
form of A ' j's which requires division. 
In testing our equation-based simulator, we solved the single loop flowsheet and 
the Cavett problem shown in the previous section. Two versions of the Cavett prob­
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lem were solved. One uses the original 16-component feed stream. The other contains 
only 5 components. For each of these three problems, the density of the resulting 
Jacobian matrix is less than three percent, indicating that most of the elements in the 
Jacobian matrix are essentially zero. For all problems, the flowrates were set equal 
to the feed stream flowrates. We assigned temperature and pressure of streams based 
on the specified flash temperature and pressure for the flash units. For example, the 
outlet streams of a flash unit should leave the unit at the flash temperature and pres­
sure. A tolerance of 0.0001 was used in the simulation. For each variable, there is an 
associated pair of lower bound and upper bound. At any iteration, if these bounds 
are violated, the variables are reset back into the range of bounds where solution is 
seeked. There is no theoretical basis for this step. Shacham [56] concluded that if vari­
ables have lower bound and upper bound in a set of nonlinear equations, optimization 
techniques are probably more suitable to solve this set of equations. In general, op­
timization strategies are expensive relative to the normal nonlinear equation solving 
approach. We used Bogie's update procedure to update the sparse Jacobian matrix. 
Since all underlying variables are stored in SI units, our variables and equations are 
very badly scaled. For instance, the value of stream enthalpies is on the order of 100 
million J/kmol. On the other hand, flowrates range from less than 0.1 kmol/s to 
slightly greater than .3.0 kmol/s. Since the performance of Powell's dogleg method is 
sensitive to scale changes, a badly scaled problem may cause the method to fail to 
obtain the final solution. In general, one needs to rescale the equations and variables 
so that they are of similar order of magnitude. We were not able to find a common 
scaling strategy that succesfully rescaled the studied problems so that the numerical 
method could find the final solution. For the single loop flowsheet, we used only 
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function scaling. No attempt was made to manipulate energy balance equations for 
this problem. They are expressed as the product of total flowrate and molar stream 
enthalpy. We converged to the final solution in 20 iterations. For the two versions of 
the Cavett problem, we expressed the energy balance equations as the ratio of inlet 
enthalpy to outlet enthalpy. This in turn rescaled the equation so that its value is 
on the order of 1. In addition, the usual scaling procedure for the Jacobian matrix 
was also done. The 16-component Cavett problem needed 143 iterations to reach the 
final solution. Similarly, the 5-component Cavett problem required 91 iterations to 
achieve convergence. 
In solving these problems, we found that scaling is important for Powell's dogleg 
method. In addition, depending on how equations are expressed, a different scaling 
strategy may be needed. For instance, one can express the enthalpy equation as 
H - f ( T , P , X )  =  0 (4.2) 
If P, T, and X are known, the only nonzero derivative is the derivative with respect to 
enthalpy, which is 1. To perform scaling based on the .lacobian matrix, the function 
scaling diagonal matrix is found by going thru each row of the Jacobian matrix and 
taking the inverse of the respective row's maximum element. Similarly, the variable 
scaling diagonal matrix is obtained by getting the maximum element in each column 
of the diagonal matrix. For the enthalpy equation, the function value is on the order 
of millions. If one performs function scaling based on the Jacobian matrix, the scaling 
factor is 1 because the only nonzero element in that row is 1. Hence, no scaling is 
accomplished. For this situation, function scaUng matrix obtained from the Jacobian 
matrix may not rescale the problem to the desired order of magnitude. One could 
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rewrite the enthalpy equation as 
H 
-1.0 = 0 (4.3) 
Then if one performs function scaling before variable scaling, the scaling factor for 
this case is f(T,P,X). The value of this function that computes the enthalpy is on 
the order of millions. The effect of this function scaling factor is converting the 
enthalpy equation back to the form shown in Equation 4.2. This is certainly not the 
intended effect when one performs function scaling. To obtain the appropriate scaling 
factor for this case, one needs to perform variable scaling before function scaling. One 
other alternative is to provide function and variable scaling matrices to the numerical 
method. Then one need not concern with the interaction between scaling matrices 
and the equation form. 
In developing our prototype equation-based simulator, we found that the form of 
equations that describes process units is important. With an inappropriate form, one 
may obtain only the trivial solution. Since the direction predicted by the steepest-
descent method depends on the scale of functions and variables, scaling is essential 
for the success of Powell's dogleg method. We were not very successful in formulating 
a scaling strategy that properly rescales flowsheeting problems so that our solver can 
successfully solve the resulting set of nonlinear equations. From our experience with 
both types of process simulators, it is clear that an equation-based simulator is more 
difficult to use. For example, in a sequential modular simulator, all of the process 
units must be fully specified before any computation can begin. Conversely, since 
equation-based simulators offer more flexibility in specifying the flowsheet, each pro­
cess unit may not have a degree of freedom of zero. This has been seen as one of the 
advantages of equation-based simulators. However, this flexibility may cause some 
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serious problems in identifying badly posed specifications. In addition, when a singu­
lar Jacobian matrix is encountered in the process of solving the set of equations, there 
is no obvious way of identifying if the singularity is caused by infeasible specifications 
or the numerical method itself. As discussed above, a very robust implementation of 
the solution procedure is required in equation-based simulators. The user is probably 
required to put bounds on the variables so that the numerical method is constrained 
not to move away from the feasible region. If these bounds are violated, one can 
only reset the variables so that all the bounds are satisfied. The effect of this step 
on the convergence behavior of the numerical method is not clear. One may opt to 
give a wider range for the bounds so that the variables need not be reset frequently. 
But, this may cause some problem in physical property calculations if for example 
temperature and pressure are allowed to vary in a wide range of lower and upper 
bounds. In a sequential modular simulator, the equations that describe the flowsheet 
are segregated in the unit operations subroutines. In addition, special algorithms 
have been developed to specially solve the set of equations at the unit operations 
level. Hence, the mathematical task of solving the equations describing a flowsheet 
is simpler than that of equation-based simulators. In most cases, equation-based 
simulators can not take advantage of the well-established algorithms for solving the 
modeling equations of process units. The formulation of the equations in equation-
based simulators is very generic because the resulting set of equations has to be valid 
for all possible specifications. This requirement makes it very difficult to incorporate 
special algorithms into equation-based simulators. 
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CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSIONS 
The modified Powell's method proposed by Chen and Stadtherr was found to 
be effective in solving a set of full and sparse nonlinear equations. For the case of 
sparse nonlinear equations, Schubert's update and Bogle's update performed very 
well with this modified version of Powell's dogleg method. With the omission of 
variable scaling, the performance of the modified Powell's dogleg method was still 
remarkablly good. More than 80 % of the problems tested were successfully solved 
by this nonlinear equation solver. To keep variables in the feasible region, controlling 
the step size taken in the direction predicted by Powell's method and abandoning this 
direction if variable bounds were violated by starting at a new initial guess point were 
both effective in extending this solver to solve problems that have physical bounds on 
unknowns. The novel approach taken in this work in modeling equations provided a 
cost effective way of evaluating the Jacobian matrix. No additional special algorithms 
are needed. 
Gundersen's algorithm and Li's algorithm for tearing performed poorly in the 
test flowsheets studied in this work. The new tearing algorithm we developed out­
performed these two algorithms. It produced the optimal tear set for the thirteen 
flowsheets studied. The execution time of tearing algorithms investigated was found 
to be less than several hundreds of milliseconds on a DEC 2100 workstation. Con­
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sequently, time effectiveness of these algorithms was not crucial in comparing their 
performance. 
In the study of the convergence behavior of sequential modular simulators simu­
lating constrained flowsheets, no apparent trend was detected for which tear stream 
selection rules are best. Numerical methods affect the convergence behavior of se­
quential modular simulators for constrained simulation. Hence, convergence char­
acteristics of unconstrained and constrained simulation may differ drastically. The 
number of times a loop is opened for a constrained flowsheet seems not to be adequate 
to distinguish between good and bad tear sets. The concept of converging both tear 
streams and constraints simultaneously demands a highly reliable implementation of 
robust numerical methods. An optimization algorithm, SQP, was used successfully 
to solve most of the constrained flowsheets studied. However, it required many flow­
sheet evaluations. The reliability of the three approaches studied can be ranked as; 
direct substitution, SQP and Broyden's method. 
The extended Topliss's algorithm for determining densities from equations of 
state effectively produced the desired density for both valid and invalid specifications. 
Pseudo-densities created for invalid specifications using the strategies suggested by 
M at hi as et al. maintained the trends of real properties and the properties are con­
tinuous with respect to pressure well beyond the range of valid specifications. 
In solving flowsheeting problems, we found that scaling based on the Jacobian 
matrix may not be appropriate. The form of equations is important; otherwise, 
the numerical method may only find the trivial solution. Our experience with the 
prototype equation-based simulator developed in this work suggests that a good im­
plementation of the nonlinear equation solver is crucial for solving the simulation 
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problem. Without a reliable and robust numerical method, equation-based simula­
tors can not perform competitively with the sequential modular simulators. Also, 
the need to define bounds for some variables can sometimes make equation-based 
simulators difficult to use. 
The applicability of object oriented programming in chemical process simulation 
was shown thru the development of an object oriented process simulation environ­
ment with an object oriented programming language. It was found that following 
the principles of object oriented programming, the development cycle of engineering 
software may be shortened. This was illustrated in our development of numerial 
methods, physical property system, equation-based simulator, and sequential modu­
lar simulator. 
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CHAPTER 6. RECOMMENDATIONS 
New developments in the solution of nonlinear equations will always have an 
impact in the area of process simulation. For the modified Powell's method, the 
update of the trust region can be redefined such that the performance of this method 
is not sensitive to the user provided number r. An improvement to detect taking too 
many steps in the direction of steepest-descent and provide a way of moving away 
from local minima can further enhance the reliability of this method. There is still 
work to be done in the step where variables are reset back to the defined range when 
their respective lower bound or upper bound is violated. The effect of this step on 
the convergence behavior is not known. 
More robust numerical methods should be investigated in place of Broyden's 
method for simultaneous convergence of tear streams and constraints in sequential 
modular simulators. 
For the .Jacobian matrix update, it is possible to decompose the matrix into 
two separate parts. One, Ja, contains the analytical derivatives of functions. The 
other, Jg, contains the approximation obtained by finite difference. Then only Je 
needs to be updated using either Schubert's update or Bogle's update because Ja 
can be computed analytically. The effectiveness of this approach is still not very well 
established in flowsheeting problems. More work in this area is still required. 
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We developed the fundamental tools for an object oriented process simulator. 
Currently, it has only a very limited number of models and physical property es­
timation techniques. Effort to improve these areas is necessary. In addition, the 
quasi-Newton method should be incorporated into the current system for solving a 
set of nonlinear equations. Finally, more process simulation tools like detailed design 
of a heat exchanger should be developed under the current object oriented process 
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APPENDIX A. TEST FLOWSHEETS 
4 
Figure A.l: Rubin graph 
Figure A.2: Rubin and Hutchison graph 
Figure A.3: Christensen and Rudd graph 
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4 
Figure A.4; Upadhye and Grens graph 
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Figure A.5: Christensen and Rudd graph I 
Figure A.6: Christensen and Rudd graph II 
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Figure A.7: Sargent and Westerberg graph 
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Figure A.8: Shannon graph (Sulfuric acid) 
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Figure A.9: Gundersen graph (Heavy water) 
Figure A.10: Pho and Lapidus graph 
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Figure A.12: Jain and Eakman graph (HF-alkylation) 
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Figure A.13: Jain and Eakman graph (Vegetable oil) 
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APPENDIX B. FULL-MATRIX TEST PROBLEMS 
Problem 1: Material balance of a chemical reactor 
/2 = ^2 ~ 0.8 + X I  
where > 0 ,  i  =  1 , 2  
= {0.5,0.3} 
.r* = {0.7574,0.0426} 
Problem 2: Chemical equilibrium of oxygen and methane 
fl = 0.5$]^ + a;2 + 0.5zg — — 
X-J 
2 
h = ^3 + ^ 4 + 2^5 - — 
X , 
1 
/a = ^1 + -^2 + ^5 - — 
X I 
/4 = -28837x1 - 139009x2 - 78213x3 + 18927x4 
+ 8427.., + i^_'l2!!2î6 
n 
h = XI + X2 + X3 + X4 + X5 - 1 
/g = 400x^x4 — 1.7837 * 10^x3x5 
f-j = X1X3 — 2.6058x2X4 
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where .rj > 0, i = 1,2,..., xj > 0  
x'^ = {0.5,0,0,0.5,0,0.5,2} 
= {0.22,0.0T5,0.001,0.58,0.125,0.436,2.35} 
X* = {0.32287,0.0092235,0.046017,0.61817,0.0037169,0.57672,2.9779} 




1 ^'^21^21 ^n2^^'l2 
'^1^2 (a^l + .r2G2l)^ (®2 + •'^1^12 )''^ 
(•T^l-^2) , GT2iG^2(l - G21) ^ 6T12(^L(^12 " 
xfx^ ('^1 + :C2^2l)^ (-^2 + 
= 1 — = 0.1 
Gij = expi-aijTij) 
«V = aji = 0.1 
^12 = 1 and r2]^ = 2 
^12 = —4.837 and = 9.673 
Problem 4: Equilibrium conversion of a chemical reactor 
/2 = T( L84.T + 77.3) - 43260a; - 105128 
-149750 _ , 
where k = exp( — h 92.5) 
42300 
T 
.T > 0 and T > 0 




{z°,r°} = {0.9,1600} 
{i°,r°} = {0.9,1700} 
{,r*,r*} = {0.533.37,1637.7} 
problem 5: Material and energy balances of a chemical reactor 
/ l  =  
/2 = 
where k = 







Problem 6: Chemical equilibrium problem 
h = ^1 -10 
/2 = .-C1X2 - 5 * 10"^ 
120.T - 75A'(1 - x) 
-x(873 -T) + ll(r - 300) 








> 0 and X'2 > 0 
= {0,0} 
{4,4} = {10,10} 
{z^,.T^} = {10,5000} 
Problem 7: Free energy minimization of a reacting system 
/| = —6.089 + ln(-^) + 
/2 = -17.164+ln(^^) +2^11 
X S 
/g = —34.054 + ln( —) + '2xii + 
Xs 
/4 = -5.914 + ln( — ) + a;i2 
Xs 
/5 = -24.721 +ln(^) + 2.T 12 
Xs 
/g = -14.986 + ln( — ) + + .^12 
Xs 
/7 = -24.1 + In(^) + .ri2 + *^13 
Xs 
/g = —10.708 + ln(— ) +.Tj[3 
Xs 
/g = -26.662 + ln(^) +2x13 
Xs 
/lO = -22.197 + ln(^i&) + + ^13 
Xs 
hi = ^1 + -^2 + 2x3 + xg + xio -  2 
/l2 = a;4 + 2x5 + xg + X7 - 1 
/l3 = '^3 + -^7 + -^8 + 2x9 + xio -  1 
w h e r e  X I  >  0 ,  i  =  l , 2 , . . . , 1 0  
Xs — ^ ^ j) ( — 1)2,..., 10 
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,T^ = 0.1, t = l,2,...,10 
10, i  = 11,12,1.3 
X* = {0.040706,0.147964,0.782117,0.001414,0.48.528, 
0.000694,0.027325,0.017901,0.037110,0.098438, 
9.78442,12.969,15.225} 
Problem 8: Steady state chemical kinetics 
fl  = 1 — + krix^ 
/2 = 1 - X 2 -  k 2 X 2 X Q  + ^7-2^5 
/3 = -C3 + 2^31415 
/4 =  k ^ x ^ X Q  —  kr^x^ -  k^x^x^ 
h = 1.5{h^2^6 -  ^^2^2^5) - ^3-^4^5 
/6 = 1 — — x^ — .t6 
where x^ > 0, i = 1,2,...,6 
x^ = {0.99,0.05,0.05,0.99,0.05,0} 
x" = {0.05,0.99,0.05,0.05,0.99,0} 
For parameter group 1: 
.T* = {0.974244,0.982829,0.051513,0.935671,0.00009084,0.064238} 
For parameter group 2: 
a;* = {0.970535,0.980357,0.058929,0.8301085,0.0000703,0.169821} 
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For parameter group 3: 
x* = {0.979012,0.986008,0.041977,0.712606,0.00005832,0.2873.35} 
Table B.l: Parameter set 
Parameter Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 
h 31.240 7.721 17.721 
kri 2.062 3.483 6.966 
h 0.272 0.118 0.118 
kro 0.020 0.033 333.330 1 
CO 
.303.030 505.051 505.051 
Problem 9: Chemical equilibrium problem 
fl  — '^1 + X2 + — 0.001 
/2 = ^5 + -^6 - 55 
/g = + $2 + '^3 + 2^5 + -eg — 110.001 
fi  ~ ^1 ~ ^'^^z2 
/s = -"ci - lO'^zg.r^ 
/e = ^5 - 55 * 10^^^X3X0 
luhere XI > 0, i = 1,2,..., 6 
X® =  { 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 }  
.t'' = {1,1,1,1,1,1} 
= {10-'^,10--^ 0,10"'^, 55,10"'^} 
X® = {10 ,10 ,10 ,10 ,10 ,10}  
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X* = {0.82645 * 10"^,0.82645 * 10"-^,0.90909 * lO"'^, 
0.90909 * 10""^, 55,0.11 * 10"^} 
Problem 10: Combustion of propane in air 
/l •^1 + ^4 ~ 3 
/2 2 .7-]^ + X2 + .T4 + xj + .eg + rg + 2x2Q -  R 
/3 
- 2x2 + + .Tg + .Ty — 8 
/4 
= 
2 z g  + .rg — 4R 
/5 •^1^5 — 0.193a;2'^4 
/6 - '^6\/®2 ~ 0.002597\/Z2X4Za 
fl = x^y/x^ - 0.003448 
/8 
= 
.rg.T4 — 1.799 * 10"'^.r2Zj 
h = ^ 9 x 4  —  2 . 1 5 5  *  1 0  
ho = ^10*^4 ~ 3.846 * 10 ^x'^xs 






xs - ^  ^  Xit (  —  1 , 2 , . . . ,  1 0 
i  
For R • 10, 
=  { 1 , 1 , 1 0 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 }  
= {2,2,10,1,1,2,0,0,0,0} 
.r* = {2.8801,3.9507,19.984,0.11989,0.037174,0.0046846, 
0.030484,0.016088,0.12056,0.0010438} 
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For R = 40, 
.T® = {2,5,40,1,0,0,0,0,0,5} 
x °  =  { 1 , 1 , 2 0 , 1 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 1 }  
.T* = {2.9976,3.9664,79.9997,0.0023645,0.00060383,0.0013659, 
0.064573,3.5308,26.432,0.0044998} 
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APPENDIX C. SAMPLE C++ PROGRAMS 
This C++ program simulates the single-loop flowsheet shown in Chapter 4. With 
stream names changed to correspond to the names used in the program, this simple 
flowsheet is presented in Figure C.l. The specification for the process unit is a string 
identifying the unit, and streams. For the mixer unit, outlet stream appears as the 
first stream and it is followed by inlet streams. The order of stream specification for 
the flash unit is inlet stream, vapor product stream and liquid product stream. For 
the splitter unit, the order is inlet stream, top product stream and bottom product 
stream. The unit specification is done thru operations defined around the unit object. 
The split fraction specified for the splitter unit corresponds to the top product stream. 
Note that the associated unit for the parameter can be given if it is a dimensional 
quantity. The default databank is searched for the pure component data. All physical 
properties are calculated assuming ideal gas and ideal liquid. 
// Include header files for predefined objects 
#include "Flowsheet.h" 
mainO 










Figure C.l: A single-loop flowsheet 
property_method_system(IDEAL); 
// Define component cind load data from default databcink 
Molecular.component propane ("propane"); 
Molecular.component n_butane ("n-butane") ; 
Molecular.component methane ("methane"); 
Molecular.component ethane ("ethane"); 
Molecular.component butadiene ("1,3-Butadiene"); 
Molecular.component butene ("1-Butene"); 









// Create a molecular stream with the defined component set 
Molecular.material,stream si("Feed",cs); 
// Define component flowrates 
si.molar_flowrate(metheme)(2.0328e-2,kmol/s); 






// Define stream pressure and temperature 
// Any legal units can be given 
si.pressure 0(100,psi); 
si.temperature 0(85,C); 
// Define a new stream by copying the information in stream si 
Moleculcir_material_stream s2("Flasher Feed",si) ; 
// Give initial guesses for component flowrates 
s2.molar_flowrate(metheme) = 0.1667; 
s2.molar_flowrate(ethane) = 0.1667; 
s2.molar_flowrate(propane) = 0.1667; 
s2.molar_flowrate(n_butane) = 0.1667; 
s2.molar_flowrate(butene) = 0.1667; 
s2.molar_flowrate(butadiene) = 0.1667; 
// Define lower bound cind upper bound for stream temperature 
s2.TEMPERATURE().lower_bound(250); 
s2.TEMPERATURE0.upper_bound(350); 
// Define stream by copying information from stream s2 
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Molecular.material.stream s3("Liquid",s2); 
// Define initial guesses for pressure emd temperature 
s3 .pressureO (25,psi) ; 
s3.temperature0(5,C) ; 




// Define a mixer unit 
// Inlet streams : si, s5 
// Outlet stream : s2 
Mixer ml("Mixer",s2,sl,s5); 
// Define a flash unit 
// Inlet stream : s2 
// Vapor outlet streeun : s4 
// Liquid outlet stream : s3 
// Flash temperature : 5 C 
// Flash pressure : 25 psi 
Flasher fl("Flasher",s2,s4,s3) ; 
f 1 .pressureO (25,psi) ; 
f 1 .temperatureO (5 ,C) ; 
f1.initialize(); 
// Define a simple splitter 
// Inlet stream ; s4 
// Top product stream : s5 
// Bottom product stream : s6 
// Split fraction(top) : 0.5 
Splitter dl("Splitter",s4,s5,s6); 
dl.split.fract ion() = 0.5; 
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// Define flowsheet for equation-based simulation 





// Simulate the flowsheet 
f1.simulate0 ; 
// Print flowsheet after simulation is done 
cout << f << nl; 
} 
For this particular single-loop flowsheet, the set of generated equations is shown 
below. Stream names are similar to the ones used in the sample program. All H's 
are stream molar enthalpy. Component molar flowrates are S's with superscript. S's 
without superscript are total molar flowrates. Tspec and Pgpec are the specified flash 
temperature and pressure. i3 corresponds to the split fraction of the splitter. 
55^4-51' = 52^' 
55" 4- SI" = 52" 
S l H g i  +  = S 2 H g 2  
Hs'2 -  9{ PS2 ' ^ 52,4 ' • • • '  ^ 2 ) = 0 
Ps^-min{Ps^,Psi) = 0 
n 












u f s  
fS 
i f s  
0 
0 








Dsdsj _ ÎSj 
o d d f f j  -  f S j  
Oddsj^ -ZSj^ 
oadsj^ _ î'.Çjr 
(^'y'0a£fS'j;'03rfSj-)j^ - ".Y 
(^'X'aadsjr'^adsj),/ _ ?y 
— "Y 
,95" ' 
^is + jps 
m 
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S'4^'(l-/3) - 56' = 0 
54"(1-/3) - 56" = 0 
n 
^ 55' = 55 
i=\ 
56' = 56 
i=l 
^55 - ^ 54 = 0 
^56-^54 = 0 
^55 - ^ 54 = 0 
^56 - ^54 = 0 
%4- %5 = 0 
^54 - ^ 56 = 0 
% l - 5 ( P 5 l , r 5 i , 5 l \ . . . , 5 l " )  =  0  
where i = 1,.... n = 6 
There are a total of 58 equations that have to be solved simultaneously for this simple 
flowsheet. 
The input file to simulate the same flowsheet with the sequential modular sim­
ulator is very similar to the one for equation-based simulator. It is shown below. 





// Define physical property calculation option 
property_method_systeni( IDEAL) ; 
// Define component and load data from default databank 
Molecular.component propane ("propeme"); 
Molecular,component n.butane ("n-butane"); 
Molecular_component methane ("methane"); 
Molecular.component ethane ("ethane"); 
Molecular.component butadiene ("1,3-Butadiene"); 
Molecular_component butene ("1-Butene"); 








// Create a molecular stream with the defined component set 
Molecular.material.stream sl("Feed",cs); 
// Define component flowrates 
si.molar.flowrate(methane)(2.0328e-2,kmol/s); 





si .molar.f lowrateO (l.O,kmol/s) ; 
// Define stream pressure and temperature 




// Define a new stream by copying the information in stream si 





// Define a mixer unit 
// Inlet streams : si, s5 
// Outlet stream : s2 
Mixer ml("Mixer",s2,si,s5); 
// Define a flash unit 
// Inlet stream : s2 
// Vapor outlet stream : s4 
// Liquid outlet stream : s3 
// Flash temperature : 5 C 
// Flash pressure : 25 psi 
Flasher fl("Flasher",s2,s4,s3) ; 
f 1 .pressureO (25,psi) ; 
f1.temperature 0(5,C); 
f1.initialize0 ; 
// Define a simple splitter 
// Inlet stream : s4 
// Top product stream : s5 
// Bottom product stream : s6 
II Split fraction(top) : 0.5 
Splitter dl("Splitter",s4,s5,s6) ; 
dl.split_fractionO = 0.5; 
// Define flowsheet for equation-based simulation 
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// and add all process units to the flowsheet 
Unordered_floHsheet f("Flowsheet"); 
f.add(f1); 
f . add(ml); 
f.add(dl); 
// Get computation sequence by creating em ordered flowsheet 
Ordered_flowsheet of = f.sequence(); 
// Simulate the flowsheet 
of . simulate () ; 
cout << of << nl; // Print flowsheet after simulation is done 
